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ABSTRACT

Novel semiconductor nanostructure laser diodes such as Quantum-Dot (QD) and Quantum-Dash (QDash) are key optoelectronic components for many applications such as ultra fast optical communication. This is mainly due to their unique carrier dynamics compared to conventional quantum-well (QW) lasers that enables their potential for high differential gain and modified linewidth enhancement factor. However there are known intrinsic limitations associated with the semiconductor laser dynamics that can hinder its ultimate performance including the mode stability, linewidth, and direct modulation capabilities. One possible method to overcome these limitations is through external control techniques. The electrical and/or optical external perturbations can be implemented to improve the parameters associated with the laser’s dynamics, such as threshold gain, damping, spectral linewidth, and mode selectivity. This work studied the
impact of external control techniques through optical injection-locking, optical feedback and asymmetric bias control on the overall performance of the nanostructure lasers in order to understand the associated intrinsic limitations and to develop strategies for controlling the underlying dynamics to improve the laser performance.

In this document, the impact of external control through optical injection-locking on the modulation characteristics of QD and QDash lasers are investigated. Using the conventional rate equations describing an injection-locked system, a novel modulation response function is derived which implicitly incorporates non-linear gain through the free-running relaxation oscillation frequency and damping rate of the slave laser. It is shown that the model presented can be used to accurately model and extract the characteristic parameters of the coupled system directly from measured microwave experimental data. The significance of this modeling approach is that it allows all the external control parameters to be extracted in the frequency domain where they can be easily compared in order to further aid in optimizing the modulation performance of the system. Using the simulation results, the impact of intrinsic slave parameters, including the free-running relaxation oscillation, linewidth enhancement factor, and damping rate, on the injection-locked modulation transfer function are investigated. The impact of ultra-strong optical-injection on the slave linewidth enhancement factor found in QD and QDash lasers are analyzed using theoretical predictions and verified with experimental observations. The experimental findings presented in this dissertation show that the free-running linewidth enhancement factor in nanostructure lasers can be manipulated due to the significant threshold gain shift under strong optical injection. This novel finding along with the enhanced bandwidth advantages offered in the direct modulation of
injection-locked nanostructure lasers promises a path to realizing a new generation of compact, chirp-free, and ultrafast (>100 Gb/s) optical sources for data transmission.

Using an external optical feedback stabilization method and/or asymmetric bias control, a dual-wavelength emission mechanism is realized in a two-section QD distributed feedback (DFB) laser. It is shown that under asymmetric bias conditions, the powers between the ground-state and excited-state modes of the two-section device can be equalized, which is mainly attributed to the unique carrier dynamics of the QD gain medium. It is also found that the combination of significant inhomogeneous broadening and excited-state coupled mode operation allows the manipulation of the QD states through external optical stabilization. The technical design and external control approaches described in this study along with current on-chip photomixing capabilities have potential in engineering a compact and low-cost THz source for future applications.
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Chapter 1

External Control Techniques in Semiconductor Nanostructure Lasers

1.1 Introduction

Semiconductor coherent light-emitting diodes are one of the key optoelectronic components that have been widely used in many fields such as ultrafast optical communication systems, spectroscopy, remote sensing, and optical data storage. The intrinsic dynamics of semiconductor lasers are unique depending on their structural design and the make-up of their material system. Over the past 50 years there have been many efforts devoted to improving semiconductor laser performance by improving the internal laser properties through the invention of novel semiconductor material systems and designing better cavity structures or by implementing external control techniques to enhance the laser characteristics. With the developments in crystal growth technology and the invention of novel semiconductor materials, the internal performance of semiconductor lasers has been significantly improved over the past few decades. The following is an up-to-date and brief summary of the advancement in growth of novel semiconductor structures used in laser devices.

A definite breakthrough in the field of semiconductor lasers was the invention of double heterostructure (DH) lasers in 1963 [1] in which both carrier and optical mode confinement [2]-[6] improvements resulted in reduction of the threshold current density and also enabled continuous wave (CW) operation at room temperature[7], [8]. Further
developments in semiconductor material systems were achieved by advancements in crystal growth techniques and realizing the concept of quantum size effects which resulted in the first demonstration of a quantum well (QW) laser structure in 1977 [9], [10]. In the QW material system, the carriers are confined within quantized energy levels due to the reduction in the physical space volume in one dimension which helps to reduce the threshold current density and allows for control of the lasing wavelength by changing the quantum well thickness [11]-[12]. The advantages of one dimensional confinement in QWs motivated more efforts to study the higher orders of carrier confinement, which lead to the development of new nanostructure materials systems such as quantum dot (QD) and quantum dash (QDash) [13]-[15]. The interest in QD and QDash arises from their unique carrier dynamics resulting from three-dimensional (3-D) carrier confinement. This confinement in all directions leads to discrete quantized energy levels that can be controlled by changing the size and shape of the nanostructures. Predicted by Arakawa et. al, semiconductor laser active regions made from 3-D confinement systems should exhibit better internal performance compared to QW active region lasers [16], [17]. The potential internal improvements in QD materials have been experimentally verified on actual laser devices, which include low transparency current density [18], less temperature dependence of threshold current density [19], increased gain and differential gain [17], and a reduced linewidth enhancement factor [20]. Despite all the improvements made in 3-D confinement material systems, there are still several limitations associated with their carrier dynamics that can hinder the ultimate laser performance including the mode stability, linewidth, and direct modulation capabilities.
A clear example of these limitations can be seen in the direct modulation of semiconductor lasers. Directly-modulated semiconductor lasers have become one of the most efficient candidates for high-speed communication in microwave frequencies because of their compactness and relatively low fabrication cost. Compared to external modulation techniques, directly-modulated lasers commonly used in optical fiber link, have simpler driver electronics and lower power consumption. Direct modulation involves changing the current input around the bias level above threshold. It is principally a simpler method and is easier to implement rather than external modulation, but the output light produced depends on the laser’s complex internal dynamics. For instance, compared to QW lasers, higher gain and differential gain in nanostructure QD lasers would typically be expected to contribute to a larger modulation bandwidth [21]. Furthermore QD nanostructure lasers are known to exhibit near zero linewidth enhancement factors at threshold which theoretically predicts a chirp-free direct modulation performance [20]. In reality, strong gain saturation with carrier density in QD lasers as result of inhomogeneous broadening prevents the laser from reaching its ultimate high-speed performance. This is because the strong gain saturation in QDs causes both the damping effect and the linewidth enhancement factor to significantly increase with carrier density [22].

In general, high frequency chirp, small relaxation oscillation frequency, limited output power, excessive noise, and high distortion limit the high-speed performance of semiconductor lasers to transmissions at bit rates below 40 Gb/s. In order to improve the modulation characteristics, such as obtaining higher modulation bandwidth or minimal
frequency chirp, we need to be able to control and manipulate some of the intrinsic laser parameters such as optical gain and/or the linewidth enhancement factor.

1.2 Motivation for this Study

One possible method for improving the overall performance of semiconductor lasers is through various external control techniques. The original interest in using external control techniques in semiconductor lasers is motivated from a desire to understand the associated limitations and instabilities and to develop strategies for controlling the underlying dynamics to improve the laser performance. Using these techniques, external electrical and/or optical perturbations can affect the parameters associated with the laser’s dynamics, such as threshold gain, damping, spectral linewidth, and mode selectivity. The external perturbations can often produce undesired instabilities in the laser, but they can be well controlled to produce desirable laser properties including improvement in the modulation characteristics and spectral stability.

The objective of this work is to implement common external control techniques to investigate their impact on the overall behavior of nanostructure lasers with a focus on improvement in direct modulation performance and spectral characteristics. The external control techniques studied in this dissertation include optical injection-locking, optical feedback, and asymmetric bias control. These techniques were previously studied thoroughly in bulk and QW lasers, but very little is known about the impact of external control on performance of nanostructure lasers including modulation characteristics and wavelength stability.
The work presented in this dissertation initially focuses on modeling the direct modulation behavior of injection-locked QD and QDash nanostructure lasers under strong optical injection and stable locking conditions. The existing modulation response model is reformulated using small-signal analysis of the coupled rate equations of the master and slave lasers. As a result, a novel modulation response function is developed that allows one to extract the key operating parameters of the system directly from measured microwave response data. The significance of this modeling approach is that it allows all the external control parameters to be extracted in the frequency domain where they can be easily compared in order to further aid in optimizing the modulation performance of the system. The model presented incorporates the impact of nonlinear gain, which is known to be significant in QD and QDash lasers, along with the field enhancement factor relating the deviation of the steady-state slave field amplitude from its free-running value at high injection strengths. This is one of the major differences in modeling the modulation response of an injection-locked QD and QDash laser. Using the simulation results, the impact of intrinsic slave parameters, including the free-running relaxation oscillation, linewidth enhancement factor, and damping rate, on the injection-locked modulation transfer function are studied.

Unique carrier dynamics in nanostructure lasers allows for the linewidth enhancement factor to fluctuate within a large range in these devices [23]. Previous studies found that the linewidth enhancement factor in nanostructure QD and QDash lasers strongly depends on the photon density due to the gain compression enhancement with carrier density in these devices [22]. This work aims to investigate the impact of strong optical injection on the slave linewidth enhancement factor found in QD and
QDash lasers. The theoretical predictions and experimental findings presented in this dissertation show that the free-running linewidth enhancement factor in QDash lasers can be manipulated due to the significant threshold gain shift under strong optical injection. This novel finding along with the enhanced bandwidth advantages offered in the direct modulation of injection-locked nanostructure lasers promises a path to realizing a new generation of compact, chirp-free, and ultrafast (>100 Gb/s) optical sources for data transmission.

The second part of the dissertation focuses on generating dual-color emission in a single laser diode by using the external control techniques of optical feedback and asymmetric pumping. The device used for the dual-color demonstration was a two-section QD Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser diode with the Bragg wavelength only coupled to the excited state. Specifically, this part of the dissertation describes in detail how the dual-color operation is realized through simultaneous ground state emission that is uncoupled to the Bragg grating due to significant inhomogeneous broadening common in QD active region. In previous works, high performance dual-color optical sources have been intensively studied for terahertz (THz) signal generation using photomixing techniques [24]. Considering that the existing THz generation techniques are mostly reliant on bulk optics, this work was motivated by the need for compact and low-cost THz sources using externally controlled semiconductor lasers. In this study the technical design and fabrication of the two-section QD DFB laser diode is described. With the DFB device biased well above its threshold, it is shown that either applying external optical feedback or asymmetric pumping generates two single-mode emission peaks in the optical spectra—one line from the ground state and the other from the excited state.
The origin of this dual-color mechanism is shown to be associated with manipulating the QD carrier dynamics through controlled external perturbations provided by optical feedback and/or asymmetric pumping. The technical design and external control approaches described in this work along with current on-chip photomixing capabilities have potential in engineering a compact and low-cost CW THz source for future applications.

The following sections provide general overviews and applications of the external control techniques studied in this dissertation.

1.2.1 Optical Injection-Locking

*Overview of the Injection-Locking Technique*

Optical injection-locking of semiconductor lasers involves two laser diodes often referred to as the master and slave lasers as shown in Figure (1.1). There are two configurations of injection-locking systems. One choice is to inject the master light into one of the slave’s facets and collect the light from the other facet. Usually an optical isolator is placed between the master and slave lasers to prevent reflections back to the master. In a simpler configuration, an optical circulator can be used such that the light from the master is injected from one slave facet and the output is collected from the same facet. The latter method is easier since it only requires one fiber coupled to the slave laser. The master laser is usually a single-mode, low linewidth, and high power tunable laser. Several commercially available laser sources can be used as the master, including external cavity lasers with wide wavelength tunability and highly linear, high-power butterfly-packaged DFB lasers capable of wide temperature tuning of the wavelength.
Figure (1.1) Schematic diagram of an optically injection-locked laser system. The red arrows represent the light emission from each laser. This is the less common configuration for the coupled system. Both mirrors of the slave laser in this arrangement would have to be partially reflecting. The more advance version, which uses an optical circulator between the master and slave lasers, is shown in chapter 2, Figure (2.3).

Figure (1.2) Optical spectra of an injection-locked Fabry-Perot Laser.
When the locking conditions are satisfied, the frequency of the slave is locked to that of the master with a constant phase offset. Figure (1.2) shows measured optical spectra of a Fabry-Perot (FP) slave laser with and without optical injection. As shown in this figure, optical injection suppresses all FP modes, resulting in single mode operation.

There are two primary injection-locking parameters; frequency detuning $\Delta f$, and external injection ratio, $R_{\text{ext}}$. Frequency detuning is defined as the frequency offset between master and slave laser. The external injection ratio is the master to slave power ratio at the slave emitting facet. As the frequency of the master is changed, the slave mode will follow that frequency until the system becomes unlocked. The locking range depends on several parameters including the external power ratio, coupling coefficient and linewidth enhancement factor of the slave laser.

**A Brief History of Optical Injection-Locking**

The concept of frequency locking between two coupled oscillators has attracted many researchers for centuries. The idea goes back to the 17th century, when Huygens discovered the synchronization phenomenon between two clock pendulums mounted on the same wall [25]. It was not until the early 1980s that the fundamental theory and the idea of frequency synchronization between two semiconductor lasers was first studied by Lang [26] and the benefits of this technique on actual devices was verified [27]. Most of the early research was focused on weak optical injection which typically yields a small locking range. It was found that this regime leads to unstable locking regime that exhibits resonant oscillation sidebands and chaotic behaviors [26], [28]-[32]. By the mid 1980s, further developments on the injection-locking technique explored the advantage of the
stable injection-locking in semiconductor lasers. It was found that using optical injection-locking as an external control technique in CW lasers can significantly reduce the laser’s spectral linewidth and noise [33], [34]. These findings were considered as the most important benefits of optical injection-locking. In the meantime, with the advancement in laser designs and efficient material systems, the advantages of injection-locking on directly modulated lasers for applications such as coherent optical communications was realized [35], [36]. The improvements to the modulated free-running slave laser due to injection-locking include an enhancement in the relaxation oscillation, a reduction in laser relative intensity-to-noise (RIN), a reduction in nonlinear distortion, and most importantly reduction in linewidth and chirp [28], [37]-[46].

Typically, the modulation bandwidth of free-running semiconductor lasers is limited as a result of the resonance frequency and damping rate set by the $K$-factor [47]. It has been shown that the resonance frequency enhancement with optical injection-locking can result in improving the overall bandwidth [48]-[52]. Figure (1.3) shows the experimental results of an optically injection-locked laser demonstrating this improvement. The characteristics of the modulation response curves in Figure (1.3) are shown to vary as a function of the frequency detuning for constant injection strength. It is important to note that improvement of the modulation bandwidth does not always include the enhancement of the 3-dB bandwidth with resonance frequency. This is due to the occurrence of the pre-resonance dip observed at specific detuning conditions as shown in Figure (1.3). Depending on the detuning condition, enhanced modulation response of an injection locked laser can fall into broadband or narrowband regimes of operation as illustrated in Figure (1.3). Using optical injection-locking, a narrowband response with >80 GHz
intrinsic bandwidth has been reported in a QW vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) operating at 1510 nm [53]. Hwang \textit{et al.} have demonstrated a two-fold improvement in the broadband response compared to the free-running case on a DFB laser at 1310 nm under strong optical injection [52].

Another important improvement in optically injection-locked systems over the free-running lasers is the reduction in linewidth and chirp. One important figure of merit in directly modulated free-running lasers is the bit rate-length (BL) product. Limited transmission distances in optical fiber links are mainly due to the linewidth broadening caused by frequency chirp. Reduced chirp by injection-locking decreases the linewidth broadening thereby reducing the pulse broadening caused by dispersive fibers. This important feature of injection-locking was reported to create low chirp, allowing for long-haul transmission with improved BL product [35].
Applications of Optically Injection-Locked Lasers

Recently, the external control technique of free-running lasers through optical injection-locking has been implemented in several state-of-the-art applications including millimeter-wave generation [54], all-optical signal processing [55], radio over fiber [56], and cable access TV (CATV) [57].

Goldberg et al., first demonstrated millimeter-wave generation by the sideband injection-locking technique with sub-Hertz RF linewidths [58], [59]. In this technique, two slave lasers were coherently coupled by locking them to the adjacent sidebands of the master laser. Using the millimeter carrier signal generated by sideband injection-locking, a 64 GHz carrier for data transmission at a rate of 155 Mb/s over ~13 km single mode fiber was demonstrated [60], [61]. With the new advancements in the field of millimeter wave generation using optically injection-locked sources, more compact designs along with tunability features have been developed that use only one modulated slave and a master laser as demonstrated in an injection-locked two-section DFB device [62], [63].

Pulse broadening due to fiber dispersion is one of the major limitations in long-haul digital communication systems. To prevent the in-line data loss and increased bit error rate, several electro-optical repeaters are typically required to regenerate and reshape the optical signal along the fiber link. The main drawback of using these repeaters is that they increase the cost and complexity of the system and they also introduce additional speed limitations as a result of electrical to optical and optical to electrical conversions. Fortunately, all-optical signal regeneration and pulse reshaping have been realized through a side-mode injection-locked DFB laser and a double injection-locked FP laser [64], [65]. This technique is based on switching the locking stability as a function of
injection strength. At a fixed frequency detuning, the locking threshold condition of the
slave laser defines the lock or unlock states in the coupled system. In this method, the
master laser is modulated with the digital signal and then it is weakly injection-locked
into a side-mode of a DFB slave laser. At a digital “1” state, the injected power is enough
to lock the master to slave and the slave output contains the master frequency
information. At a digital “0” state, small injected power leads to the unlocked situation,
and the output will be that of the slave. A bandpass filter is typically used to only transmit
the master frequency at the output. Therefore, the abrupt threshold of the locking and
unlocking processes is used to reshape the distorted signals, resulting in a frequency
 modulated signal with reduced noise.

Improved modulation characteristics of optical injection-locked lasers including the
enhanced bandwidth and reduced chirp have been implemented in radio-over-fiber and
CATV applications [56], [57]. In a recent study, the external optical injection technique
has been employed in a hybrid radio-over-fiber system to improve the bit error rate
performance [56]. Using the resonance frequency enhancement in an injection-locked
DFB laser modulated with 125 Mb/s digital signals, narrowband transmission at the sharp
resonance peak is demonstrated. A similar approach has been applied to a CATV
transmission experiment using a directly modulated DFB laser under strong optical
injection. The modulated signals were up-converted to the enhanced resonance frequency
at 18.5 GHz and transmission parameters were compared to the baseband free-running
transmission values. Comparing the transmission experiments under strong optical
injection with the free-running results showed a 3-dB improvement in composite second
order (CSO) and composite triple beat (CTB) performances over a 100 km single mode fiber transmission [57].

1.2.2 External Control through Optical Feedback

**Overview of External Optical feedback**

Semiconductor lasers subjected to external optical feedback are known to exhibit very interesting nonlinear dynamics, which either lead to instabilities and chaotic behaviors at the laser output or result in practically useful impacts that can improve the device’s intrinsic characteristics. Commercial application of semiconductor lasers in optical fiber links was the first practical motivation for studying the behavior of semiconductor lasers subject to optical feedback. Even a small back reflection from the fiber pigtail tip or optical fiber connectors into the diode laser module was shown to degrade the modulation characteristics and increase the intensity noise [66], [67]. To prevent these undesired effects, the laser diode transmitter modules are usually accommodated with an optical isolator which rejects any back reflection but increases the cost of using laser diodes in optical fiber links.

In 1980, Lang and Kobayashi reported on some aspects of the statics and dynamics of the semiconductor laser exposed to the external optical feedback from a distant reflector [68]. In that study, the authors brought to light the intrinsic characteristics of laser gain media including the broad gain spectrum, temperature dependence of the material refractive index, and the carrier density dependence of the refractive index, each exhibiting complex behavior under external feedback conditions. They also reported on
experimental observation of bistability and hysteresis in the laser output light output as a function of injected current characteristics.

Since then, understanding the effects of optical feedback on both dynamical and spectral features of semiconductor lasers has been pursued extensively [69]-[71]. Early studies on the spectral characteristics showed that the laser linewidth could be either narrowed [70] or broadened [69] under the influence of optical feedback. These behaviors were initially understood through the spectral response sensitivity to the phase of the reflected light. Goldberg et. al have demonstrated that by changing the feedback parameters somewhat, multi-stability can be observed as the system performs “mode-hops,” where a laser diode operates on a single external cavity mode for some time, but then suddenly switches to another [72]. Another form of bistability, referred to as “low-frequency fluctuations” was studied by Mørk et. al [73]. This form of instability is observed when the laser is pumped close to the threshold and is subject to moderate feedback levels. At this condition, laser output shows sudden drops followed by a gradual build-up. The noise properties of semiconductor lasers subject to optical feedback have attracted considerable theoretical and practical interest [74], [75]. More generally, much effort has been devoted to modeling the impact of optical feedback on the dynamical behavior of semiconductor lasers [76], [77].
Regimes of Optical Feedback

It has been experimentally and theoretically shown that the effects of external optical feedback on laser dynamics or spectral properties can be different depending on several factors including the laser bias condition, strength and phase of optical feedback, and the distance between the external reflector and the laser cavity [78]. It was based on these observations that Tkach and Chaprylyvy first experimentally introduced “the regimes of optical feedback” in semiconductor lasers [79]. In that study, five identifying operating regimes of feedback were characterized by reference to either the dynamical or spectral properties of the laser and conventionally labeled as regimes I to V as shown in Figure 1.4. This diagram illustrates the feedback power ratio at which the transition between regimes occurs as a function of external round-trip time [79].

**Figure (1.4) Regimes of optical feedback for a DFB laser indicating the feedback power ratio at which the transition between regimes occur as a function of external round-trip time [79].**
(1.4). In regime I, under weak feedback levels, the laser linewidth can be either narrowed or broadened depending upon the phase of the optical feedback. Regime II is characterized by the appearance of longitudinal mode hopping. In regime III the laser becomes stable and locks to the mode with minimum single-mode linewidth. In regime IV, with increasing feedback level, the linewidth of the laser dramatically broadens. This phenomenon is referred to as “coherence collapse.” Further increasing the feedback strength into regime V, the laser enters a stable external cavity mode operation. There have been extensive studies made of the five feedback regimes of semiconductor laser operation [74]. In particular, considerable effort has been given to determining the nature of the laser dynamics in the coherence collapse regime, or regime IV, as it was first reported by Lenstra et al. [80].

Advantages of Controlled Optical Feedback

As mentioned before, optical feedback has been shown to produce deleterious effects on semiconductor lasers including significant linewidth broadening and mode-hopping. However, based on the observed impacts on the dynamical and spectral properties, controlled external feedback is predicted to have much potential in stabilizing and improving laser performance. Recent advancements in modeling the nonlinear dynamics of semiconductor lasers subject to optical feedback have provided a path to understand the associated instabilities and develop methods for controlling the useful underlying dynamics for practical applications [76], [80].

Advantages of controlled feedback have been realized in earlier studies where it was showed that adjusting the feedback level and phase matching can result in a stable
operation with considerable spectral linewidth narrowing [81]. Coherent feedback control has also been found to be useful in enhancing the relaxation oscillations and reducing the signal distortion in the modulated laser output [82]. These effects are very important for the laser especially when it is implemented in coherent communication systems.

In another control method of optical feedback, a frequency filter is typically used to access a desired dynamical behavior in a specific region by restricting the phase space that is available to the feedback laser system [83]. Lately, the idea of controlling the nonlinear dynamical behavior in semiconductor lasers has been developed to utilize chaotic dynamics in applications such as chaos synchronization for secure communication systems [84]. The filtered optical feedback technique has become an interesting topic [85], since it can control the laser dynamics through two external parameters: the spectral width of the filter and frequency detuning of the free-running laser. The frequency filter method was shown to provide a mechanism for controlling the impact of relaxation oscillations on the dynamical response of the laser as well as permitting an external control over the nonlinearities of the device [83]. Using this approach, tunable and pure frequency oscillations in the solitary laser can be generated by detuning the frequency of the optical feedback through a Fabry-Perot resonator [86].

The external control through delayed optical feedback has recently found its way into the field of semiconductor passively mode-locked lasers. Recent studies have been both experimentally and theoretically shown that controlled external optical feedback is a simple and efficient method to improve the RF linewidth and timing stability via reducing the RF phase-noise in passively mode-locked lasers [87], [88].
Applications of Semiconductor Lasers with External Optical Feedback

Applications of semiconductor lasers with controlled external optical feedback are driving rapid developments in theoretical and experimental research. The very broad gain-bandwidth of semiconductor lasers combined with frequency-filtered, strong optical feedback create the tunable, single frequency laser systems utilized in telecommunications, environmental sensing, measurement and control [89]. Those with weak to moderate optical feedback levels lead to the chaotic semiconductor lasers which can be implemented in secure communication systems [90].

1.2.3 External Control through a Monolithic Multi-Section Design

In the early 1960s, after the invention of DH semiconductor lasers, stabilizing the single-longitudinal mode operation in semiconductor lasers was one of the most important challenges in developing high bit rate and single mode fiber transmission systems [91]. For this reason, several optical integration approaches have been proposed including, but not limited to: external cavity lasers with spherical mirrors, distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers, cleaved-coupled cavity (C^3) lasers, and monolithic two-section lasers. The idea of developing coupled-cavity lasers [92] was initially based on a simple method to improve the single-mode stability under high modulation frequencies and temperature fluctuations in semiconductor lasers [93]. A similar idea was later proposed to implement a coupled-cavity design for controlling the laser output, such as wavelength tuning, by separately pumping the individual cavity [94].

The 1980s saw rapid development of new designs and theoretical studies for coupled-cavity lasers [95]-[97]. With further developments in device fabrication
techniques, monolithic multi-section lasers, a cousin of the C^3 laser, have become readily available for new research topics and developing applications including direct modulation, passive mode-locking, and wavelength tuning [98]-[101]. Samples of the interesting applications for multi-section laser devices are presented below.

**Optical Gain-Lever**

The optical gain-lever was first realized by K. J. Vahala, *et al.* in 1989 by demonstrating the enhancement in modulation efficiency produced by either optical or electrical modulation of laser cavity [102]. Before that, the idea of producing parasitic-free modulation in semiconductor lasers was developed using a technique called “active layer photo-mixing” [103]. In this method, the light produced by two single mode laser sources was mixed and optically pumped the active layer of another laser diode, producing a carrier density modulation. In 1989, N. Moore and K. Y. Lau [104] suggested that a two-segment configuration in a laser diode could be used to produce a net gain in the conventional carrier modulation of semiconductor lasers. Specifically, Lau studied the optical gain-lever effect to enhance the efficiency of direct intensity modulation and optical frequency modulation of a two-section QW laser [105].

Figure (1.5) shows the schematic view of the two-section gain-lever configuration with a typical gain versus carrier density characteristic of a semiconductor laser. In the two-section laser, each section is biased at different pump levels, where the net bias results in a lasing condition. As shown in Figure (1.5), under asymmetric current injection, the short section (a) referred to as the modulation section, is DC biased at a lower gain level than the long section (b) termed the gain section. This Bias scheme
provides a high differential gain under small-signal RF modulation. The gain section is only DC biased and provides most of the optical amplification, but at a relatively smaller differential gain. Since the total gain is clamped above the threshold and due to the non-linear dependence of gain with carrier density, any small change in carrier density in the modulation section produces a much larger variation in carrier density in the gain section and consequently in the total photon density. In such a case an RF optical gain will result when the differential gain in the modulation section, $G_a'$, is greater than the differential gain in the gain section, $G_b'$.

Recently, much research work based on the gain-lever effect has been conducted to improve modulation characteristics of QD nanostructure lasers. 8 dB and 20 dB intensity modulation efficiency enhancements were demonstrated using p-doped and un-doped QD lasers respectively [106], [107]. It was also theoretically and experimentally demonstrated that under an extreme asymmetric bias configuration, a QD laser
employing the gain-lever can exhibit a two-fold enhancement in the 3-dB bandwidth compared to a regular single-section QD laser [108].

**Multi-Section DFB/DBR Lasers**

Tuning the laser frequency is very important for a variety of applications in coherent optical communication, such as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), heterodyne detection systems, frequency modulation, and optical switching in local area networks [98], [100], [109]. Depending on the application, the tuning mode, range, and speed requirements are different. Usually for WDM applications, large and continuous frequency tuning is desired (>1 THz), while the frequency modulation requires small but fast frequency shifts (<1 GHz) [110].

Monolithic multi-section DFB lasers were shown to have potential for stable single-mode operation and fast tuning performance [110]. The simplest design was a two-section DFB laser which had a simple tuning mechanism [111]. Controlling the pump current through the tuning section can change the emission frequency as a result of shift in the effective index and the Bragg wavelength.

A new generation of tunable lasers, include the two [100], and three-section [112] DBR lasers which are typically constructed of a DBR section for frequency tuning, a gain section for amplification and in the case of the three-section DBR, a phase control part that provides smaller wavelength tuning steps and mode stability. Today, DBR lasers are widely used in several applications since they offer larger tuning range (> 40 nm), and narrow linewidth performance [113].
In addition to frequency tuning features, advanced DBR lasers have been widely studied for various applications such as optical communication systems. In recent studies, the optical injection locking technique has been combined with gain-lever modulation in multi-section DBR lasers to further improve the RF performance, including the modulation efficiency enhancement, bandwidth improvement and nonlinear distortion reduction. Using this technique, a 10-dB enhancement in the intensity modulation efficiency, a 3x improvement in the modulation bandwidth, and a 15-dB suppression of the third-order inter-modulation distortion has been reported in a multi-section QW DBR laser [114].

1.3 Organization of Dissertation

This work studies the manipulation of intrinsic characteristics of nanostructure QD and QDash lasers using external control techniques of optical injection-locking, optical feedback, and asymmetric bias configuration.

Chapter 2 studies the impact of optical injection-locking on the direct modulation characteristics of QD and QDash nanostructure lasers. This chapter recasts a predictive response model to investigate the modulation characteristics of QD and QDash lasers under stable injection-locking conditions. The presented response function accounts for the unique carrier dynamics in these lasers by implicitly incorporating the nonlinear gain compression through known free-running parameters. Using this model, the key operating parameters of injection-locked QDash and QD lasers were extracted directly from measured data in the microwave domain and the results are compared for each laser structure. Chapter 2 gives a detailed characterization of the slave QDash and QD devices.
under investigation and highlights the key free-running parameters that make these types of active regions suitable for implementation in an injection-locked laser system. The validity of the response model then is examined based on the extracted value’s correlation with theoretical predictions. It is also shown that comprehensive analysis of the extracted parameters can be further used in optimizing the overall modulation performance of the coupled system.

In chapter 3, the impact of optical injection-locking on the linewidth enhancement factor of a QDash slave laser is investigated. In this chapter, manipulation of the linewidth enhancement factor of an injection-locked QDash laser under zero detuning and strong optical injection is studied. The experimental findings are validated by comparing the extracted linewidth enhancement values from the measured microwave response to the directly measured results.

Chapter 4 describes methods of external control in the generation and stabilization of dual-mode emission in a single frequency QD laser diode. In this chapter, a dual-mode emission mechanism is realized for the first time by asymmetrically pumping a two-section QD DFB laser operating in the excited state mode. The detailed design and fabrication of the two-section QD DFB laser diode is presented. This chapter also demonstrates how combining the unique QD carrier dynamics along with excited state coupled mode operation allows for the manipulation of QD states through external optical feedback stabilization.

Lastly, chapter 5 gives a summary of the work and highlights proposed future research related to the impact of external control techniques on overall characteristics and performance of QD and QDash semiconductor lasers.
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Chapter 2

Modeling the Injection-Locked Characteristics of Nanostructure Semiconductor Lasers

2.1 Introduction

As introduced in Chapter 1, injection-locking of semiconductor lasers is one of the most attractive research topics since this method induces superior improvement in the high-speed characteristics of directly modulated lasers such as increasing the modulation bandwidth, suppressing non-linear distortion, decreasing relative intensity noise, mode hopping and reducing chirp [1]-[7]. Previous studies have mostly investigated the impact of the injection-locking technique on the modulation properties of bulk and QW lasers, but very little is known about the impact of optical injection on the novel nanostructure lasers such as QD and QDash devices. As discussed in the previous chapter, compared to bulk and QW devices, 3-D confinement nanostructure lasers were expected to exhibit much better modulation performance under optical injection as a result of their unique carrier dynamics and superior intrinsic characteristics.

Most notably, previous works have focused on realizing high modulation bandwidths and associated design strategies, analyzed the modulation properties of the coupled system in the spectral domain, and numerically investigated the modulation response of the injection-locked system [4]-[11].
Noting the benefits of extracting relevant operating parameters from measured data in order to aid in future simulations, this chapter focuses on extracting the operating parameters from an injection-locking system by introducing a novel modulation response function and experimentally verifying the validity of the resultant model in the microwave domain using two types of nanostructure semiconductor lasers, QD and QDash Fabry-Perot (FP) devices as the slave laser. The extracted parameters of the coupled injection-locked system include the injection strength, linewidth enhancement factor, threshold gain shift, coupled phase offset between the master and slave laser, and the field enhancement factor which characterizes the deviation of the locked slave laser from its free running value. This chapter describes how the derived model incorporates nonlinear gain through the free-running damping rate and relaxation oscillation frequency, specifically nonlinear gain compression which arises from using nanostructure laser systems. The validity of the model and accuracy of the extracted terms are examined based on theoretically expected values for the fitting parameters at extreme detuning ranges. Also the derived model is used to perform theoretical simulations to analyze the impact of the linewidth enhancement factor on the characteristics of the modulation response function. This work shows when modeling injection-locked nanostructure lasers, the slave’s linewidth enhancement factor plays an important role in the modulation response of the coupled system. The impact of the QDash slave laser bias current and temperature variations on the free-running relaxation oscillation frequency, damping rate, and linewidth enhancement factor, and the resultant effects on the observed pre-resonance dip in the modulation response of the coupled system is investigated. Furthermore, the modulation response of a QD FP laser under strong optical injection is
fully characterized. It is found that at particular injection strengths and detuning cases, a unique modulation response is observed that differs from the typical modulation response observed in injection-locked systems. The benefit of the observed response is that it takes advantage of the resonance frequency enhancement achieved through injection-locking without experiencing the low frequency dip that significantly limits the useful bandwidth in the conventional injection-locked response case. The second benefit of this unique response is that there is an improvement in the high frequency roll-off that extends the bandwidth.

2.2 Injection-Locking Theoretical Model

In order to characterize the high-speed modulation performance of an injection-locked laser system it is important to investigate the governing theory that can be obtained by modeling the characteristic parameters using a set of coupled rate equations [12]-[14]. Mathematical translation of the injection-locking system operating in the stable locking regime based on three fundamental rate equations was first demonstrated by Lang [12]. This section capitalizes on improvements to the rate equations governing the dynamic properties of an injection-locked system in order to investigate the modulation properties of such a system under strong optical injection [8]-[10].

2.2.1 Rate Equations

The differential equations describing the dynamics of an injection-locked system have been developed by introducing terms describing optical injection into the
conventional rate equations governing the free-running characteristics of the slave laser. The additional terms include a coupling value, $k_c$, the magnitude of the injected master field, $A_{inj}$, and the detuning frequency between master and slave, $\Delta \omega_{inj}$. The model assumes the slave laser is being directly modulated such that the small-signal approximation can be applied. Additionally, it is assumed that the laser has been exposed to a relatively strong external optical injection, such that the impact of the noise and the spontaneous emission rate coupled to the lasing mode are negligible [10]. The free-running slave laser is biased well above threshold. The injection-locking amplitude and phase rate equations arise from the fundamental complex field rate equation [8], [10]:

\[
\frac{d\tilde{E}}{dt} = g\Delta N \left(1 + j\alpha\right) \tilde{E} - j \Delta \omega_{inj} \tilde{E} + k_c A_{inj}
\]  

(2.1)

where $\tilde{E}$ is the time-varying slave complex field, $g$ is the differential gain, $N$ is the carrier density and $\Delta N = N - N_{th}$ is the shift in carrier density from threshold, and $\alpha$ is the slave laser’s linewidth enhancement factor. The complex electric field amplitude and phase in (2.1) can be separated as $\tilde{E} = A \exp(j \phi)$, where $A$ is the amplitude of the slave’s internal electric field, and $\phi$ is the phase offset between master and slave laser, which is defined as $\phi_{slave} - \phi_{master}$. The variation of the slave field magnitude, phase offset between the master and slave fields and carrier density with time can be written as [8], [10]:

\[
\frac{dA}{dt} = \left(\frac{g}{2} \Delta N\right) A + (k_c \cos \phi) A_{inj}
\]

(2.2)

\[
\frac{d\phi}{dt} = \alpha \left(\frac{g}{2} \Delta N\right) - \Delta \omega_{inj} - (k_c \sin \phi) \frac{A_{inj}}{A}
\]

(2.3)

\[
\frac{dN}{dt} = J_{bias} - \gamma_N N - \left(\gamma_p + g\Delta N\right) A^2
\]

(2.4)
where the amplitude of the electric field square, $A^2$, is proportional to the photon density, $N_{ph}$, and $J_{bias}$, $\gamma_N$ and $\gamma_P$ correspond to the applied bias current density, inverse differential carrier lifetime and cavity photon decay rates, respectively. It is important to note that the phase variation in time depends on detuning through $\Delta\omega_{nj} = \omega_{master} - \omega_{slaver}$. The linewidth enhancement factor, $\alpha$, the injection strength which is proportional to $A_{inj}/A$, the phase offset $\phi$, and the detuning term $\Delta\omega_{nj}$ are the key injection parameters that have a significant impact on the coupled oscillator system.

### 2.2.2 Steady-State Solutions

The equations described in (2.2) to (2.4) define the temporal and dynamic behavior of the system. The injection-locking phenomenon is investigated through the steady-state solutions arising from these three differential equations. Under steady-state, the right hand side of (2.2) to (2.4) is equal to zero as there will be no time variation in the slave’s field amplitude, phase and carrier density. Using an approach presented by Murakami [8], the steady-state parameters of the injection-locked system can be defined as the steady-state phase offset, $\phi_0$, steady-state carrier density, $N_0$, steady-state locked slave field, $A_0$, and the free-running slave field, $A_{fr}$ [10]. Based on this strategy the first general condition for the system under injection-locking can be clearly found through (2.3) by introducing the steady-state parameters and setting the left hand side equal to zero:

$$\Delta\omega_{nj} = \frac{\alpha}{2}(g\Delta N_0) - (k_c \sin \phi_0) \frac{A_{inj}}{A_0}$$

(2.5)
where the change in carrier density under the steady-state condition is expressed as $\Delta N_0 = N_{0r} - N_{0l}$. Equation (2.5) describes the correlation between frequency detuning, threshold condition and the strength of the injected field. It can be clearly seen that depending on the detuning condition and the phase offset, the injected field can result in a threshold gain shift through $g\Delta N_0$. Note that the group velocity is implicit in the differential gain term, $g$.

Using this method and solving for the steady-state parameters of the coupled system, the relationship between the free-running and locked fields, an expression for the steady-state phase offset, and the change in the steady-state carrier density can be expressed as [8], [10]:

$$
\Delta N_0 = \frac{2}{g} \left( k_c \cos \phi_0 \right) \frac{A_{nj}}{A_0} \tag{2.8}
$$

The steady-state slave field and the phase offset between the slave and master laser and its boundary can be further used to find an expression for detuning, $\Delta \omega_{nj}$. However, computing the detuning value for a specific case is not possible unless the key parameters such as phase offset, linewidth enhancement factor, and injection strength can be extracted for that case. Rearranging (2.7) to solve for the detuning term, $\Delta \omega_{nj}$ becomes:

$$
\Delta \omega_{nj} = -k_c \sqrt{1 + \alpha^2} \frac{A_0}{A_{nj}} \sin^{-1}(\phi_0 + \tan^{-1} \alpha) \tag{2.9}
$$
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The steady-state phase offset equation and the expression for the change in the carrier density can be used to identify the injection locking stability condition that determines the locking boundaries which was first introduced by Mogensen et al. [13]. The initial constraint on the system can be found from equation (2.7). To find a real solution for the phase, the \( \sin^{-1} \) term has to be less than or equal to 1, leading to the following expression:

\[
-\frac{\pi}{2} \leq \phi_0 \leq -\tan^{-1}(\alpha) + \frac{\pi}{2} = \cot^{-1}(\alpha)
\] (2.10)

This constraint, which is known as the “locking half-width” [13], leads to the injection locking method of measuring the linewidth enhancement factor of the free running slave laser, which is later discussed in this chapter.

An additional constraint is found in equation (2.8). For stability, the carrier number, \( N \), cannot exceed the threshold value, \( N_{th} \). In simpler terms, the change in the steady-state carrier density must be less than zero, \( \Delta N_0 < 0 \). Applying this limitation to (2.8) and rearranging (2.10) yields the following expression for the phase constraint:

\[
-\frac{\pi}{2} \leq \phi_0 \leq \cot^{-1}(\alpha)
\] (2.11)

Equation (2.11) indicates that the phase is bounded across the locking range from \( \cot^{-1}(\alpha) \) to \(-\pi/2\), from the negative to positive frequency detuning edges, respectively.

Using the phase constraint in (2.9) and rearranging (2.11), yields the important expression for the coupled system locking boundary condition [13]:

\[
-k_c \sqrt{1 + \alpha^2} \frac{A_m}{A_0} \leq \Delta \omega_m \leq k_c \frac{A_m}{A_0}
\] (2.12)
Knowing the stable locking phase/detuning frequency constraints described above can further assist in modeling the modulation response of the coupled system at a given frequency detuning by reducing the range of the fitting parameters.

### 2.2.3 Small-Signal Analysis (Dynamic Solutions)

A detailed approach to find the small-signal solution of the rate equations expressed in (2.2) through (2.4) has been demonstrated in the literature [8], [10]. Based on this method the absolute modulation frequency response function can be expressed as:

\[
|H(\omega)|^2 = \left| \frac{\Delta A}{\Delta J} \right|^2 = \frac{|M|^2(\omega^2 + Z^2)}{(C - A \omega^2)^2 + (B \omega - \omega^2)^2}
\]  

(2.13)

where the parametric terms \( A, B, C, Z \) and \( M \) can be defined and simplified as [10]:

\[
A = 2\eta \cos \phi_0 + \gamma_N + gA_0^2
\]  

(2.14)

\[
B = \eta^2 + 2\eta \cos \phi_0 \left(gA_0^2 + \gamma_N \right) + gA_0^2 \left(\gamma_p - 2\eta \cos \phi_0 \right)
\]  

(2.15)

\[
C = \eta^2 \left(\gamma_N + gA_0^2 \right) - gA_0^2 \left(\gamma_p - 2\eta \cos \phi_0 \right)Z
\]  

(2.16)

\[
Z = \eta (\alpha \sin \phi_0 - \cos \phi_0)
\]  

(2.17)

\[
M = \frac{g}{2} A_0
\]  

(2.18)

The injection strength is proportional to the coupling term and the field ratio as:

\[
\eta = k_c \frac{A_{inj}}{A_0} = \eta_0 / R_{FE}
\]  

(2.19)
where $\eta_0$ is the maximum injection ratio and $R_{FE} = A_0/A_{fr}$ is the slave field enhancement factor due to injection. $\eta_0$ incorporates the external master to slave power ratio, the coupling efficiency between the slave and master laser, and the efficiency of the injected field entering the slave laser cavity due to the facet reflectivity. At this point, the enhancement of the slave field is introduced as an additional term denoted as the field enhancement factor, $R_{FE}$, which takes into account the deviation of the slave steady-state field magnitude compared to its free-running value at a high injection ratio and a specific frequency detuning.

2.2.4 Modulation Response Function

The modulation response model expressed in (2.13) through (2.18) can be used to simulate the modulation characteristics of an injection-locking system in the microwave domain. There are as many as 8 fitting parameters involved in this model, and this large number of potentially unconstrained parameters allows for many possible solutions that will reduce confidence in extracted results. One of the goals of this work is to reduce the number of fitting parameters through known free-running slave terms along with additional constraints on remaining injection-locking fitting terms. By doing so, the parametric terms $A$, $B$, $C$, and $Z$ defined in (2.14) through (2.18) can be translated in terms of known free-running and injection-locked parameters. This reduces the number of fitting parameters and expresses the remaining parameters in terms of the injection-locking operating parameters which then will be projected in the targeted relative modulation response function. Since the $|M|^2$ term defined in (2.13) and (2.18) is
independent of frequency, it can be cancelled in the relative modulation response form. The “A” term in (2.14), is effectively a damping rate of the coupled oscillator as follows:

$$A = \gamma_{\text{slave}} + \gamma_{\text{th}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.20)

The slave damping rate, $\gamma_{\text{slave}}$, is related to the free-running damping rate and scales with the field enhancement factor as:

$$\gamma_{\text{slave}} = g A_0^2 + \gamma_N = (\gamma_{fr} - \gamma_N) R_{FE}^2 + \gamma_N$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

where $\gamma_{fr} = g A_{fr}^2 + \gamma_N$ is the free-running slave damping rate and $\gamma_N$ is assumed to be independent of optical injection. The explicit relationship between the locked and free-running damping rates is a key feature of the current model and allows us to implicitly include non-linear gain effects as explained below. $\gamma_{th}$ is the threshold gain shift and appears as a damping component resulting from moving the slave from its free-running condition. It is also related to the phase offset and injection strength such that:

$$\gamma_{th} = 2\eta \cos \phi_0 = 2(\eta_0/R_{FE}) \cos \phi_0 = -g \Delta N_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

Again it is necessary to note that the group velocity is implicit in the differential gain term, “g”, everywhere in this derivation. Using (2.21) to substitute for the slave damping rate in (2.20) and re-writing the expression for “A”, we have:

$$A = (\gamma_{fr} - \gamma_N) R_{FE}^2 + \gamma_N + \gamma_{th}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)

The second and most important term located in the denominator of the response function is “B”, which corresponds to the overall resonance frequency of the system. Substituting for the threshold gain shift, $\gamma_{th}$, in the “B” term defined in (2.15) and rearranging yields:

$$B = \eta^2 + \gamma_{th} (g A_0^2 + \gamma_N) + g A_0^2 (\gamma_{fr} - \gamma_{th})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.24)
The second term in (2.24), which is related to the steady-state slave locked field and carrier lifetime as \((gA_0^2 + \gamma_N)\), effectively appears as a damping rate which can be directly linked to the slave damping rate, \(\gamma_{\text{slave}}\). Using the definition in (2.21), this term can be re-written as follows:

\[
B = \eta^2 + \gamma_{\text{th}}\gamma_{\text{slave}} + gA_0^2(\gamma_P - \gamma_{\text{th}}) 
\]  
(2.25)

By multiplying both sides of the steady-state solution of the locked field found in (2.6) by the differential gain, \(g\), and rearranging \(\gamma_P\) on the right hand side, yields:

\[
gA_0^2 = \frac{gA_0^2\gamma_P - \gamma_N g\Delta N_0}{\gamma_P + g\Delta N_0} 
\]  
(2.26)

The first term in the numerator, \(gA_0^2\gamma_P\), corresponds to the free-running relaxation frequency squared, \(\omega_r^2\). Substituting the threshold gain shift defined in (2.22) allows (2.26) to be rewritten as:

\[
gA_0^2 = \frac{\omega_r^2 + \gamma_N \gamma_{\text{th}}}{\gamma_P - \gamma_{\text{th}}} 
\]  
(2.27)

Substituting (2.19), (2.21) and (2.27) into (2.25) and rearranging will give the following expression for the “B” term:

\[
B = \left(\omega_r^2 + 2\gamma_N \gamma_{\text{th}}\right) + \left(\eta_0/R_{\text{FE}}\right)^2 + \gamma_{\text{th}}\left(\gamma_{Pfr} - \gamma_N\right)R_{\text{FE}}^2 
\]  
(2.28)

For the case of zero injection, \(\eta_0\) is zero and (2.28) is equal to the relaxation frequency squared of the slave laser, \(B = \omega_r^2\), which simply represents the slave’s free-running operating condition. Similarly, by applying (2.19), (2.21), (2.22) and (2.27) into (2.16) and rearranging, “C” can be simplified and expressed as:
The “Z” term defined in (2.17) is the zero of the frequency response solution in equation (2.13). This term corresponds to the correlation between the detuning phase offset and linewidth enhancement factor and can be expressed as:

\[ Z = \left( \frac{\eta_0}{R_{FE}} \right) \left( \alpha \sin \phi_0 - \cos \phi_0 \right) \]  

(2.30)

By manipulating (2.13) and applying the parametric terms expressed in (2.23) and (2.28) - (2.30), the relative modulation response function of a stably locked system can be expressed as:

\[ \left| H_\nu \right|^2 = \frac{\left| H(\omega) \right|^2}{\left| H(0) \right|^2} = \frac{\left( \frac{C}{Z} \right)^2 \left( \omega^2 + Z^2 \right)}{\left( C - A \omega^2 \right)^2 + \left( B \omega - \omega^2 \right)^2 \left( 1 + \left( \omega / \gamma_c \right)^2 \right)} \]  

(2.31)

The second term in the denominator accounts for the parasitic RC circuit in the laser diode and the carrier transport effects where \( \gamma_c \) is considered as a free-running characteristic constant that can be extracted. It is important to note that the response function expressed in (2.31) has a cubic frequency dependence. Depending on the detuning condition, either the \( B \)-containing or \( C/A \)-containing poles in the denominator may have a dominant impact on the overall resonance frequency.

Analyzing the parametric terms in (2.23) and (2.28)-(2.30), also indicates that the enhancement of the steady-state field through the injection strength has a significant impact on the modulation response of the coupled system. On one hand, the damping rate described in \( A \), can be increased rapidly by the square of the field enhancement factor. On the other hand, the resonance of the coupled system given in \( B \) also depends on the
deviation of the steady-state field from its free-running value and the maximum injection strength. The $C$ term defined in (2.29), balances the interaction between the damping and overall resonance through the zero of the response function, $Z$ term, which depends on the steady-state phase offset, the linewidth enhancement factor and injection strength. Therefore, the frequency detuning, injection strength and slave’s linewidth enhancement factor are the key operating parameters of the injection-locked system.

The impact of linewidth enhancement factor on the modulation response of an injection-locked nanostructure laser is separately investigated later in this chapter. The impact of increasing injection strength on the enhancement of resonance frequency has been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated by several research groups [8], [15]. However, it is important to note that the resonance frequency of the coupled system also changes dramatically across the locking boundary, from its free-running value (minimum) at the negative frequency detuning edge to its maximum achievable value at the positive frequency detuning edge.

2.2.5 Key Frequency Detuning Cases

The approach presented here is to simulate the modulation response for different values of injection strength and/or frequency detuning and briefly discuss the impact of each factor on the resonance frequency and overall response of the coupled system. Based on the small-signal modulation response derived in (2.31) and the detuning/phase-locking boundaries defined in (2.11) and (2.12), three modulation regimes with unique
Figure (2.1a) Simulation of the modulation response function under zero, extreme positive and extreme negative frequency detuning at constant injection strength.

Figure (2.1b) Simulation of modulation response function under positive frequency detuning edge, for various values of injection strength.
characteristics can be observed and are illustrated in Figure (2.1a). All the responses are normalized to a zero DC value. In this simulation, the numerical values for the free-running parameters were chosen from the QDash FP laser studied in this work. In Figure (2.1a), the modulation responses at the negative frequency edge, at zero detuning, and at the positive frequency edge were simulated using a fixed maximum injection strength. At the negative frequency detuning edge, the steady-state phase boundary is defined by the slave laser’s linewidth enhancement factor as $\cot^{-1}(\alpha)$. The modulation response in this case is heavily damped and there is no evidence of a resonance peak, making the 3-dB bandwidth relatively small.

The positive frequency detuning edge is characterized by a sharp and high resonance peak. The resonance peak is proportional to the injection strength and is now enhanced in comparison to the free running case. The maximum resonance peak is defined when the locking boundary phase is approximately $-\pi/2$. The resonance peak being proportional to injection strength makes the positive detuning edge very attractive for high-speed applications. However, the 3-dB bandwidth does not scale with the resonance frequency. To understand this better, the progression of the resonance frequency enhancement at positive frequency detuning edge with increased injection strength is simulated in Figure (2.1.b). As the injection strength is increased, a pre-resonance dip between the DC value and the resonance causes the response to fall below the 3-dB value and limits the corresponding usable frequencies for broadband applications. Based on real and imaginary pole analysis of the coupled system’s response function, the origin of the undesired dip at positive frequency detuning has been previously investigated and detailed results can be found in the literature [10]. The
occurrence of the pre-resonance dip and its impact on the modulation response is briefly summarised here.

Most notably, the pre-resonance dip has not been observed in the two pole system (free-running case). Thus, the pre-resonance dip being presented in the injection-locked system is related to the cubic frequency dependence of the response function given in (2.31). Generally, two of the three competing poles of the response function control the damping and resonance effects in the response which is similar to the case of a two pole system. The pre-resonance dip is basically caused by the third pole of the response function which scales by the injection strength and produces a steep 20 dB/decade roll-off as the modulation frequency exceeds the frequency of the pole [10]. The third real pole, \( P_{3rd} \), of the response function given in (2.31) can be found from the determinant of the frequency response as given in [10]: \( P_{3rd} = C/(4B^2+A^2) \). Parametric terms \( A \), \( B \), and \( C \) are given by (2.23), (2.28) and (2.29). The size of the dip is inversely proportional to the frequency of the third pole. At low injection ratios the roll-off is weakened by the zero of the function, reducing the dip depth. As the injection strength is increased, \( P_{3rd} \) reduces due to the enhancement of resonance \( (B) \) which pulls the third pole toward the DC value and causes the dip to become more significant. Based on the relationship between \( P_{3rd} \) and parametric terms, increasing the value of \( C \), by increasing the slave laser’s bias current (or power), will increase \( P_{3rd} \) and reduce the dip. The impact of free-running parameters on the undesired dip are experimentally investigated and presented later in this chapter. Despite the fact that the observed dip generally has an undesired effect on the modulation response, the positive frequency edge case is still useful for narrowband applications.
Figure (2.1c) Simulation of modulation response function under zero detuning, for various values of injection strength.

Using this approach, resonance frequencies up to 100 GHz have been reported in injection-locked QW DFB and VCSEL devices [11]. However, there are still various methods to take advantage of the enhanced resonance of the system at the positive frequency detuning case by optimizing the free-running device parameters. This topic is separately investigated in detail in section (2.5.6) of this chapter.

Another interesting detuning scenario is the zero detuning case. Figure (2.1.c) shows the evolution of the zero-detuned modulation responses as a function of injection strength, $\eta_0$. Similar to the positive frequency edge case, increasing the injection strength enhances the resonance frequency at the expense of higher damping that reduces the height of the resonance peak under strong optical injections. Most notably, the zero detuning condition has a relatively flat response under strong injection. This flat response can be useful for broadband applications.
Chapter 3, studies the impact of strong optical-injection on the slave linewidth enhancement factor under zero-detuning conditions. Choosing a zero-detuning condition for this study is motivated by the following reason. At zero detuning, since $\Delta \omega_{\text{inj}} = 0$, the steady-state solution of the phase offset given in (2.7) reduces to: $\phi_0 = -\tan^{-1}(\alpha)$. This relationship, simplifies the parametric terms given in (2.23) and (2.28)-(2.30) as well as the relative modulation response function expressed in (2.31). Based on the zero-detuning phase condition expressed above, the $\gamma_{th}$ and $Z$ parameters given in (2.22) and (2.30) can be simplified using trigonometric identities: $\sin(-\tan^{-1}(\alpha)) = \alpha/[1+\alpha^2]^{1/2}$, and $\cos(-\tan^{-1}(\alpha)) = 1/[1+\alpha^2]^{1/2}$, resulting in the following expressions:

$$\gamma_{th} = 2\left(\frac{\eta_0}{R_{FE}}\right)\cos \phi_0 = \frac{2\eta_0}{R_{FE}\sqrt{1+\alpha^2}} \quad (2.32)$$

$$Z = \left(\frac{\eta_0}{R_{FE}}\right)(\alpha \sin \phi_0 - \cos \phi_0) = -\left(\frac{\eta_0}{R_{FE}}\right)\sqrt{1+\alpha^2} \quad (2.33)$$

The importance of this simplification is that it eliminates the phase dependence of the threshold gain shift, and the zero pole term ($Z$) of the response function, makes it easier to model the measured modulation responses and extract the key operating parameters of the injection-locked laser system. Chapter 3 uses the simplified expressions given in (2.32) and (2.33) to extract the resultant shift in the threshold gain and slave’s linewidth enhancement factor under strong optical injection strengths.

With the relative modulation response function described in (2.31), along with the parametric terms $A$, $B$, $C$, and $Z$ defined in (2.23), (2.28)-(2.30), the modulation response of the injection-locked laser can be accurately modeled. Furthermore, the validity of the
presented model can be verified by least-squares fitting of the measured modulation response data and the key operating parameters of the coupled system can be directly extracted in the microwave domain. The curve-fitting process begins with identifying the key operating parameters of the coupled system included in the modulation response function. The terms $A$, $B$, $C$, and $Z$, consist of a combination of terms associated with free-running characteristics of the slave laser that remain fixed and the rest of the terms that are linked to the optical injection. These many fitting parameters can be problematic when modeling the experimental data with a least squares fitting method. The following section is focused on a novel approach to solve this problem.
2.2.6 Identifying the Known Free-Running Operating Parameters

By taking into account all the terms in (2.31) one finds that eight fitting parameters including $\omega_r$, $\gamma_r$, $\gamma_n$, $\eta_0$, $R_{FE}$, $Z$ and $\gamma_c$ are needed for the simulation. All of the terms are expressed as angular frequencies except $R_{FE}$. Compared to previous research, this method represents a novel experimental approach that allows an easy comparison of the relative magnitudes of the fitting parameters [8]. Since the model is comprised of multiple fitting parameters, there will be many solutions available that can fit the experimental data. Most of these possible solutions can be eliminated by introducing proper restrictions to the operating parameters during least-squares-fitting, such that they can vary only in an acceptable physical range. However, restrictions are not enough to reach a reasonable level of accuracy of the model unless it is combined with a reduction of the freely varying fitting parameters. Fortunately, some of these parameters can be extracted from the intrinsic free-running parameters which can be determined from the slave laser operating characteristics.

The operating parameters of an uncoupled system (free-running slave) can be extracted from the conventional 2-pole modulation response model [16]:

$$|H_R|^2 = \frac{\omega_r^4}{(\omega_r^2 - \omega^2)^2 + \gamma_r^2 \omega^2} \cdot \frac{1}{1 + (\omega/\gamma_c)^2}$$

(2.34)

This expression is used to fit the free-running modulation response and extract three of the fitting parameters: the free-running relaxation oscillation frequency, $\omega_r$, the free-running damping rate, $\gamma_r$, and the parasitic roll-off induced by $\gamma_c$. These parameters are intrinsic characteristics of the slave laser and remain unchanged when the system is injection-locked. The other fitting parameter found in the free-running characteristics is
the inverse differential carrier lifetime, $\gamma_N$. This term can be directly extracted by plotting the known free-running damping rates as a function of the corresponding relaxation oscillation frequencies through the conventional expression $\gamma_f = Kf_r^2 + \gamma_N$ [17]. Knowing the value of $\gamma_N$ is beneficial since it may have a significant impact on the high frequency behavior of the system under modulation. Consequently, the number of fitting parameters can be reduced from 8 to 4 by keeping the free-running terms constant during the simulation. Further constraints on the remaining fitting parameters are found by considering the theoretical limits of coupled system physics. In the following sections (2.3) and (2.4), the experimental setup and required tools needed to characterize the free-running and injection-locked parameters of the slave laser and coupled system are described.

### 2.3 Free-Running Characterization - Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used to characterize the free-running device is schematically shown in Figure (2.2a). The setup consists of a test laser mount and heat sink, a high-speed probe station, and diagnostics tools such as an optical spectrum analyzer and network analyzer. To prepare for high-speed testing, each device was mounted on a gold-plated C-mount using either indium or silver epoxy. Because the ground contact of the device is located at the bottom of the laser, a ground pad with the same thickness as the laser chip is mounted adjacent to the laser device to bring both the signal and ground contacts to the same level. As illustrated in Figure (2.2b), this configuration is necessary for high-speed testing since it helps to eliminate the parasitic
Figure (2.2a) Schematic of the free-running device characterization experimental setup (Not to scale).

Figure (2.2b) Picture of the high-speed configuration showing the test laser, ground pad and schematic of 40GHz signal-ground Pico-Probe™.
capacitance and inductance generated from the device under the test. Furthermore, this configuration also enables use of a high-speed signal/ground 40 GHz Pico-Probe\textsuperscript{TM} to minimize high frequency parasitic effects. The C-mount then is clamped on a copper heat sink block, and the desired temperature is maintained by a thermoelectric controller (TEC) unit. DC bias and microwave modulation signals were provided through port 1 of an HP8722D vector network analyzer connected to an ILX continuous-wave current source. Prior to the measurement, a full two-port calibration was performed on the network analyzer to eliminate the parasitic and RF losses in the microwave cables and probes. The laser output was coupled into a lensed fiber mounted on a piezoelectric controlled stage with submicron alignment accuracy, and coupling efficiencies of up to 60% were achieved. Once collected by the lensed fiber, the laser output was sent to the diagnostics parts of the experimental setup. The 50/50 beam splitter allows one to measure the modulation response of the laser while simultaneously monitoring the optical spectra of the test laser. To measure the modulation response ($|S_{21}|^2$), the laser output was collected by a 25 GHz high-speed Discovery semiconductor photodetector (Lab Buddy), which was connected to port 2 of the network analyzer. A high resolution (1.25-1.75 GHz at telecom frequencies) Ando/Yokogawa AQ6319 optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) was used to monitor the optical spectra of the test laser. The light-current characteristics of the slave lasers under test were also measured using a Labsphere integrating sphere.
2.4 Injection-Locking Characterization – Experimental Setup

Figure (2.3) shows the block diagram of the experimental setup used to characterize the injection-locking laser system. In addition to the equipment used for the free-running setup, a tunable master laser, optical circulator, polarization controller, band-pass filter and erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) are added. Similar to the free-running experimental characterization procedure, the output power of the slave laser was carefully coupled into a single-mode polarization maintaining (PM) lensed fiber using the piezoelectric stage controller. The anti-reflection (AR) coated PM lensed fiber was connected to port 1 of a 3-port PM circulator. The optical circulator serves as the core of the injection-locking setup such that it provides the desired propagation path for the optical signal and blocks undesired light from coupling into the slave and master laser. Depending on the operating wavelength of the slave laser under test, the tunable master laser’s wavelength was adjusted appropriately.

*Figure (2.3) Block diagram of the injection-locking experimental setup.*
The master laser used for the QDash injection-locking experimental setup was a tunable external cavity laser (New Focus 6200) with a single-mode PM fiber pigtail connected to port 2 of the circulator. The tunable laser operates at wavelength range from 1530 nm-1580 nm with a 10 pm tuning resolution. At port 2, the master laser was connected to a Keopsys EDFA capable of outputting a maximum power of 100 mW to boost the optical signal from the master laser. The amplifier noise is reduced by using a Santec band-pass filter. After the band-pass filter, a free-space polarization controller was used to ensure that the injection field polarization was controlled from the master laser. Port 3 of the circulator was connected to the high-speed Lab Buddy detector through which the relative modulation response ($|S_{21}|^2$) was measured using the HP 8722D network analyzer. The 50/50 beam splitter at port 3 of the circulator was used to measure the modulation response of the injection-locked laser while simultaneously monitoring the frequency detuning between the master and slave lasers. The high resolution OSA (Ando/Yokogawa AQ6319) was used to measure the optical spectra to determine the frequency offset between the master and slave lasers, as well as to identify stably-locked conditions.
2.5 Modeling the Injection-Locked Characteristics of QDash FP Laser

As mentioned in the previous section, reducing the number of fitting parameters and applying reasonable constraints to the remaining fitting parameters improves the confidence in the least-squares-fitting results by decreasing the number of possible solutions. In section (2.2.6), the known free-running parameters required for modeling the coupled system have been identified. In this section, the free-running operation of the QDash FP device is studied and the key free-running parameters are extracted from measured data. Using (2.34), the free-running relaxation oscillation frequency, free-running damping rate, inverse differential carrier lifetime, and the parasitic RC time constant can be extracted.

2.5.1 Description of the QDash Fabry-Perot Laser

Figures (2.4a) and (2.4b) show the schematic epitaxial layer structure and atomic force microscope (AFM) image of the QDash nanostructure laser device. The QDash laser wafer #258H is a multi-mode FP grown by Molecular-Beam Epitaxy (MBE) on an $n^+$-InP (001) substrate. The active region is a Dash-in-a-Well (DWell) consisting of five stacks of InAs quantum dashes embedded in compressively-strained $\text{Al}_{0.20}\text{Ga}_{0.16}\text{In}_{0.64}\text{As}$ quantum wells. Each quantum well is separated by 30 nm wide undoped, tensile-strained $\text{Al}_{0.28}\text{Ga}_{0.22}\text{In}_{0.50}\text{As}$ spacers on both sides of the DWell active region. Lattice-matched $\text{Al}_{0.30}\text{Ga}_{0.18}\text{In}_{0.52}\text{As}$ waveguide layers of 105 nm are added on each side of the active region. The 1.5-µm thick AlInAs p-cladding layer is beryllium (Be) step-doped to reduce the free-carrier losses. The n-cladding layer is 500-nm thick.
**Figure (2.4a)** Epitaxial layer structure of the InAs QDash laser.

**Figure (2.4b)** AFM image of the InAs QDash laser material [18].
AllInAs [18]. The laser structure is capped with a 100-nm thick p$^{++}$-InGaAs layer. Four-micron wide ridge waveguide laser bars were fabricated using standard processing techniques and cleaved into 500-µm long cavity lengths. The free-running operation of the QDash laser was characterized using the experimental setup described in section (2.3). The nominal emission wavelength of this FP device is around 1567 nm, the threshold current was measured to be 54 mA ($J_{th} \sim 2700$ A/cm$^2$) with a slope efficiency of 0.2 W/A at room temperature. Using the long-wavelength limit of the measured total cavity loss, the internal loss of the QDash material was estimated to be 14 cm$^{-1}$ [19]. The FP modes have an average free-spectral range (FSR) of 0.71 nm (85.7 GHz) across the 100 nm span shown in Figure (2.5). The average FSR yields an average group index, $n_g$. 

Figure (2.5) Wide-span spectra of the QDash FP laser at bias current of 60mA.
of 3.5 for the QDash active material. Given the cleaved facet reflectivity of $R_1=R_2=0.32$, cavity length of $L=0.05$ cm, internal loss of $\alpha=14$ cm$^{-1}$, and an average group index of $n_g=3.5$, the threshold gain was calculated to be 36.8 cm$^{-1}$ which yields a photon lifetime, $\tau_p$, of 3.2 psec.

2.5.2 Determining the QDash Laser Free-Running Parameters and the Nonlinear Effects

The free-running microwave parameters were obtained by fitting the free-running response curves measured for the QDash FP device to the conventional modulation response function expressed in (2.34). Figure (2.6a) shows the measured free-running modulation response of the QDash device along with the curve-fitting results. This examination of the free-running laser operating yielded a free-running relaxation oscillation frequency of $f_r=2.7 \pm 0.02$ GHz, a free-running damping rate of $\gamma_f=7.4 \pm 0.32$ GHz and a parasitic RC rate of $\gamma_c=67 \pm 0.4$ GHz. The error for the free-running values were measured based on a one standard deviation confidence interval, and are observed to be less than 5% of their extracted values. In addition to these three values, the inverse differential carrier lifetime, $\gamma_N$, was found by plotting the free-running damping rate as a function of the relaxation oscillation frequency squared, $f_r^2$, as shown in Figure (2.6b). The corresponding value for $\gamma_N$ is determined at the intersection of the plotted data with the y-axis and was found to be approximately 4.8 $\pm 0.3$ GHz. The $K$-factor, which is found from the slope of the curve in Figure (2.6b), is 0.45 ns and includes the effects of non-linear gain compression in the usual manner [17], [20].
Figure (2.6a) Measured free-running modulation response of the QDash FP device biased at 60 mA and the least-squares fitting results using (2.34).

Figure (2.6b) Free-running damping factor as a function of the square of the relaxation oscillation frequency.
Figure (2.7) Square of the relaxation oscillation frequency versus the free-running output power.

The impact of non-linear gain on the free-running relaxation oscillation frequency can be studied through the following relation [21], [22]:

\[ f_r^2 = \frac{C_f P_{out}}{1 + \epsilon_p P_{out}} = \frac{C_f P_{out}}{1 + \frac{P_{out}}{P_{sat}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.35)

where, \( \epsilon_p \), is the gain compression factor related to the output power \( P_{out} \) and \( C_f \) is a fitting constant. The ratio of \( P_{out} / P_{sat} \), estimates the impact of gain compression at a given output power through the introduction of the saturation power, \( P_{sat} \). Based on the relation described in (2.35), the impact of non-linear gain compression is incorporated, in part, into the injection-locking model through the free-running relaxation oscillation frequency which will be kept constant during simulation. Figure (2.7) shows the variation of the relaxation oscillation frequency squared as a function of the output power for the
QDash device. Using (2.35) to fit the experimental data illustrated in Figure (2.7) results in a saturation power of $P_{\text{sat}} \sim 17$ mW, a gain compression factor of $\varepsilon_p \sim 6 \times 10^{-2}$ mW$^{-1}$ and a maximum free-running relaxation oscillation frequency of 7.6 GHz [22].

2.5.3 Modulation Response of the Injection-Locked QDash FP Device:

Experimental Findings

In this section, using the experimental setup described in section (2.4), the modulation response of the stably injection-locked QDash FP device is examined at different detuning cases using the modulation response function derived in (2.31).

Figure (2.8) shows the free-running and injection-locked QDash modulation responses measured under zero and extreme detuning scenarios. The slave laser was injection-locked at the mode closest to 1565 nm. The injected power provided by the master laser at the slave arm (port 1 of the circulator) and the total slave power from both facets were measured to be 3.5 dBm and 4.7 dBm, respectively. The Side-Mode Suppression Ratio (SMSR) for stable locking was taken to be 30 dB; using this criterion, stable locking was observed for detuning frequencies from 13.5 GHz to -17.1 GHz. At the zero frequency detuning condition, a 3-dB modulation bandwidth of 11.7 GHz was observed which corresponds to a three-fold improvement relative to the free-running case. At the positive frequency detuning edge, the measured response exhibits a large dip as well as a high resonance peak. Due to significant damping, only a slight improvement in the bandwidth is observed for the negative frequency cases.
As described in the previous section, reducing the number of fitting parameters and applying reasonable constraints to the remaining fitting parameters improves the confidence in least-squares-fitting results by decreasing the number of possible solutions. The following section discusses the fitting parameter constraints on the remaining terms.

2.5.4 Fitting Parameter Constraints

In order to reduce the number of possible solutions in this curve-fitting, it is necessary to put additional constraints on the four remaining fitting parameters, $\gamma_0$, $R_{FE}$, $\eta_0$ and $Z$, which are introduced by the injection-locking state. Due to the interrelationship between these four parameters, constraining them reduces to restricting $\phi_0$, $\eta_0$, $R_{FE}$, and
the linewidth enhancement factor. This transformation is important because the linewidth enhancement factor of the investigated QDash FP laser has been found to change from ~1.0 to 11 above threshold [23]. This order of magnitude change in the linewidth enhancement factor is unique to this nanostructure laser.

The constraints on the phase offset, $\phi_0$, are based on the allowed locking range through the threshold condition and considering (2.11). The result is that the phase offset varies between $-\pi/2$ for positive frequency detuning up to $\cot^{-1} \alpha$ for negative frequency detuning. At the extreme positive frequency detuning case, the phase offset between the master and slave should be $-\pi/2$. According to the phase condition at the positive frequency detuning edge, the value of the field enhancement factor, $R_{FE}$, should be 1, since the slave’s steady-state field matches the free-running field due to the 90 degree phase offset between the master and slave. For all other possible values of detuning, $R_{FE}$ is greater than 1.

The maximum injection ratio, $\eta_0$, can be extracted directly from known device characteristics and controllable parameters in the experimental setup. Using the fiber coupling efficiency, $\eta_c$, the external power ratio, $R_{ext}$ (ratio of the master to the slave power measured outside of the slave’s front facet), cavity length, $L$, and front facet reflectance, $r$, of the FP slave laser, the maximum injection ratio is given as [24]:

$$\eta_0 = \frac{c}{2n_g L} \frac{(1-r^2)}{r} \sqrt{\eta_c R_{ext}}$$

(2.36)

where $c$ is speed of light in free space and $n_g$ is the optical group index. Using (2.36) and given a slave laser cavity length of 0.05 cm, group index of 3.5, a mirror reflectivity of $r^2=32\%$ for the cleaved facet, a coupling efficiency of 0.6 and an external power ratio of
1.5, the maximum injection ratio, $\eta_0$, was found to be 98 GHz. As the coupling efficiency was carefully maintained during these experiments, the maximum injection ratio was kept constant throughout the experiment. Since physically the threshold gain shift, $\gamma_0$, cannot exceed the photon decay rate $\gamma_p$, it is also important to verify that the calculated $2\eta_0$ is less than $\gamma_p$, which in this case is 313 GHz.

The linewidth enhancement factor, $\alpha$, of semiconductor lasers can be separately measured using several techniques each with different advantages and limitations, which are summarized in chapter 3. In this work, the free-running value of the above-threshold linewidth enhancement factor for each nanostructure device was measured by using the injection-locking technique [22], [25]. The advantage of this method over other $\alpha$-measurement techniques is that no fitting-parameters are required, which reduces the uncertainty of the measurement. This method takes advantage of the asymmetry in the stable locking region over a range of detuning on both the positive and negative side of the locked mode. Based on this technique, the linewidth enhancement factor can be found using the following expression [25]:

$$\alpha = \frac{(\Delta f_{\text{neg}})^2}{(\Delta f_{\text{pos}})^2} - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.37)

where, $\Delta f_{\text{neg}}$ and $\Delta f_{\text{pos}}$ correspond to the negative and positive frequency detuning ranges which are determined by a SMSR limit of 30 dB. It is important to note that the value of the SMSR is judiciously chosen depending on the limitations of the experiment. In this case the SMSR is chosen large enough such that the weak side modes of the slave laser that are next to the injection-locked mode are always observable above the noise floor. Furthermore, for cases when the SMSR is chosen below 30 dB, these side modes may
have a significant influence on the injection-locking stability boundary, causing an unreliable measurement for linewidth enhancement factor [26]. Using this method the value of the linewidth enhancement factor can be measured through injection-locking boundaries for a specific applied bias current.

Figure (2.9) shows the variation of linewidth enhancement factor as a function of applied bias current for this device, which increases from ~1.0 to 11 as the applied bias current is increased from its threshold value to 90 mA. According to the results obtained from this measurement, the value of the linewidth enhancement factor is allowed to fluctuate as the detuning is adjusted based on the observation of large variations in linewidth enhancement factor for this device, and attributed to the carrier density not
being clearly clamped at threshold in the QDash FP laser under test [23]. This is one of
the major differences in modeling the injection-locking behavior of the QDash laser.

2.5.5 Curve-Fitting Results

The parameters that were allowed to vary in the curve-fitting included the
linewidth enhancement factor, $\alpha$, phase offset between the master and slave laser, $\phi_0$, and
field enhancement factor, $R_{FE}$. All other fitting parameters are fixed and the curve-fitting
constraints are summarized in Table (2.1). The error for the parameters given in Table
(2.1) was not carried forward into the least-squares-fitting of the coupled system as they
were less than 5% and thus considered to be negligible. Least-squares curve-fits of the
experimental data using the modulation response function presented in (2.31) and the
parametric terms described in (2.23), (2.28)-(2.30) are shown in Figure (2.8).

| TABLE (2.1) |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| **Fixed Fitting Parameters** | $f_r$ (GHz) | $\gamma_r$ (GHz) | $\gamma_N$ (GHz) | $\chi$ (GHz) |
| $2.7 \pm 0.02$ | $7.4 \pm 0.32$ | $4.8 \pm 0.3$ | $67 \pm 0.4$ | $98$ |
| **Fitting Parameter Constraints** | $\alpha \geq 0$ | $R_{FE} \geq 1$ | $-\pi/2 \leq \phi_0 \leq \cot^{-1} \alpha$ |
The free-running device parameters were held constant in the modulation response function expressed in (2.31). The maximum injection ratio was constrained to be 98 GHz, as the coupling efficiency was carefully maintained during the measurements. The extracted phase shift was constrained between $-\pi/2$ and $\cot^{-1} \alpha$. The field enhancement factor, phase offset, and linewidth enhancement factor were directly extracted through curve-fitting using (2.31) and the threshold gain shift was calculated for each detuning case by using (2.22). The operating parameters extracted through least-squares-fitting data collected for various measured detuning cases are presented in Table (2.2). The error based on a one standard deviation confidence interval is also shown in Table (2.2). The error associated with $\alpha$, $R_{FE}$, $\gamma_{th}$, and $\phi_0$ are observed to be negligible for all detuning values away from the negative frequency detuning boundary. As the negative frequency detuning boundary is approached, the error increases for the extracted parameters. This is because, as shown in Figure (2.8), the response becomes overdamped, which decreases the amount of information that can be extracted from a least-squares-fit of the corresponding modulation responses. Simulations using (2.31) show that as $\phi_0$ approaches zero, changes to the values of $\alpha$, $R_{FE}$, and $\gamma_{th}$ result in only minor changes to the modulation response.

The calculated values for the threshold gain shift, $\gamma_{th}$, show an increase as the detuning goes from positive to negative values. This trend is consistent with the induced threshold shift increasing as the injected and slave fields become more and more in phase from positive to negative frequency detuning.
The fitting results also show that the value of the field enhancement factor, $R_{FE}$, increases as the frequency detuning is changes from the positive edge to the negative edge. This trend corresponds to theory describing an increase in the slave laser steady-state power under negative detuning conditions [24]. The extracted phase shift results are consistent with the theory stating that stable locking occurs for phase ranges from $-\pi/2$ to $\cot^{-1}\alpha$. The extracted values of the linewidth enhancement factor for different detuning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta f$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\phi_0$ (rad)</th>
<th>$R_{FE}$</th>
<th>$\gamma_0$ (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>1.59 ±0.07</td>
<td>-1.57 ±0.001</td>
<td>1.00 ±5×10^{-4}</td>
<td>0.16 ±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>2.47 ±0.08</td>
<td>-1.48 ±0.002</td>
<td>1.06 ±8×10^{-4}</td>
<td>16.8 ±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>2.46 ±0.08</td>
<td>-1.45 ±0.003</td>
<td>1.09 ±1×10^{-3}</td>
<td>21.7 ±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.50 ±0.04</td>
<td>-1.37 ±0.003</td>
<td>1.24 ±1×10^{-3}</td>
<td>31.5 ±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2.55 ±0.04</td>
<td>-1.35 ±0.003</td>
<td>1.27 ±1×10^{-3}</td>
<td>33.8 ±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.66 ±0.04</td>
<td>-1.21 ±0.006</td>
<td>1.40 ±2×10^{-3}</td>
<td>49.4 ±0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>2.67 ±0.05</td>
<td>-1.09 ±0.01</td>
<td>1.48 ±5×10^{-3}</td>
<td>61.2 ±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8.6</td>
<td>2.55 ±0.09</td>
<td>-0.95 ±0.03</td>
<td>1.52 ±1×10^{-2}</td>
<td>75.0 ±2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-13.5</td>
<td>2.33 ±0.2</td>
<td>-0.58 ±0.2</td>
<td>1.60 ±5×10^{-2}</td>
<td>102.5 ±8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15.9</td>
<td>2.06 ±1.7</td>
<td>-0.17 ±0.2</td>
<td>1.79 ±2×10^{-1}</td>
<td>107.4 ±21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17.1</td>
<td>2.00 ±1.8</td>
<td>-0.03 ±0.2</td>
<td>1.80 ±2×10^{-1}</td>
<td>108.8 ±23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cases vary consistently within the expected range which was measured separately for this device as reported in Figure (2.9).

As also shown in Table (2.2), the extracted values of the linewidth enhancement factor vary with detuning within the experimental error range. This leads to the conclusion that linewidth enhancement factor can be manipulated by adjusting the detuning condition. This is a potentially useful result for future low-chirp applications.

2.5.6 Model-Based Analysis

With the validity of the modulation response model verified based on experimental data, it can be used to predict injection-locking behaviors for any FP slave laser once its free-running parameters are known.

By knowing the operating parameters of the system, it is then possible to predict the optimum operating limits of the device such as particular detuning frequencies and the maximum possible bandwidth. One key parameter having a prominent effect on the modulation response is the linewidth enhancement factor. The undesirable dip observed in the modulation response for the extreme positive frequency detuning, as shown experimentally in Figure (2.8), can be removed by increasing the linewidth enhancement factor and keeping the same injection ratio. This situation occurs because an increased $\alpha$-factor raises $Z$ which increases $C$ which raises $P_{3rd}$ as was described in Section (2.2.5).

In Figure (2.10a) the change in the modulation response under extreme positive frequency detuning due to a change in the linewidth enhancement factor is illustrated theoretically. At the positive frequency detuning edge, the phase offset is roughly $-\pi/2$
Figure (2.10a) Simulations of the modulation response function for various values of the linewidth enhancement factor.

Figure (2.10b) Experimental observation of the varied dip as the linewidth enhancement factor is increased.
causing the threshold gain shift to approach zero, $\gamma_{th} \rightarrow 0$, and the field enhancement to become unity, $R_{FE}=1$. The maximum injection ratio and the free-running fitting parameters are kept constant for all three cases. Values used in Figure (2.10a) were based on the extracted physical parameters for the injection-locked QDash FP device under test at extreme positive frequency detuning. The phase offset of, $\phi_0 = -\pi/2$ (-1.57 rad), threshold gain shift of, $\gamma_{th}=0.16$ GHz, and the field enhancement factor of, $R_{FE}=1$ were kept constant for all three cases. Ideally, since the linewidth enhancement factor increases significantly in this device (1.0 to 11) larger bias current and slave power, the dip in the modulation response should be removable assuming a high enough injection power is available to maintain a constant injection ratio. The significance of this observation is that because the highest relaxation oscillation frequency and hence the highest possible modulation bandwidth occur at the positive frequency detuning edge, removing the dip will achieve the highest possible modulation bandwidth for the injection-locked system. Figure (2.10b) experimentally demonstrates this trend, showing modulation response curves at the extreme positive frequency detuning edge for bias currents of 60 mA, 70 mA, and 80 mA and linewidth enhancement factor of 1.3, 3.2, 6.1, respectively, as shown in Figure (2.9). The dip is shown to be reduced as the bias current, and correspondingly the linewidth enhancement factor, is increased. Based on the theoretical model expressed in (2.31) and depending on how the $B$-containing and $C/A$-containing terms in the denominator interact, the dip reduces as their resonances detune from each other due to the change in the linewidth enhancement factor at different bias levels. As described in Section (2.2.5), an alternative explanation is that the $P_{3rd}$ pole is increasing as the $\alpha$-factor goes up. The maximum injection ratio for the 60 mA, 70 mA, and 80 mA cases
was calculated by (2.36) to be 103 GHz, 116 GHz, and 107 GHz, respectively. Note that although the peak frequency decreases as the bias current is increased, the magnitude of the peak remains relatively constant. The decrease in the observed relaxation oscillation frequency is likely due to increased device heating as the bias current is increased, along with an increased cavity mode shift [10] which is driven by the linewidth enhancement factor as given in (2.5).

2.5.7 Temperature Effect on the Injection-Locked QDash Laser Modulation Response

In section (2.2), the modulation response function modeling the injection-locked behavior of nanostructure laser systems in the microwave domain was derived and discussed. This function analytically and experimentally (in QDash FP laser) showed that the undesirable dip observed in the modulation response for extreme positive frequency detuning is altered by the linewidth enhancement factor and other free-running parameters of the device under a constant injection ratio. Due to the distinct carrier dynamics in this QDash device, the free-running parameters, including the linewidth enhancement factor, need to be considered in order to optimize the modulation response. This section investigates the impact of QDash slave laser temperature variations on the free-running relaxation oscillation frequency, damping rate, and linewidth enhancement factor, and the resultant effects on the modulation response of the injection-locked system. Figure (2.11) shows the light-current characteristics of the QDash FP device for various temperatures, indicating a >2 mW increase in the output power as the
Figure (2.11) Light-current characteristics of the QDash FP device for various temperatures.

The slave relaxation oscillation frequency and damping rates are extracted from the free-running responses using (2.34) and their variation with device temperature is illustrated in Figure (2.12) for a constant bias current of 75 mA. Results in Figure (2.12) show an increase in both the relaxation frequency and damping rate of the slave laser as the temperature decreases from 20°C to 5°C. This trend is also consistent with theory which says the slave laser’s damping rate and relaxation frequency increase with power.

The variation of the linewidth enhancement factor of the QDash device with device temperature was measured using the injection-locking technique described in section (2.5.4). The unique property of QDash physics, which induces different carrier
Figure (2.12) Variation in the QDash free-running relaxation frequency and damping rate vs. temperature at a bias current of 75mA.

Figure (2.13) Variation in the QDash FP linewidth enhancement factor as a function of temperature.
dynamics, makes the above threshold linewidth enhancement factor change with power, \( P \). As the temperature decreases and the bias current is held constant, the product of the gain compression coefficient and power, \( \varepsilon_P P \), rises, which increases the linewidth enhancement factor as \( \alpha = \alpha_o (1 + \varepsilon_P P) \) [27]. The linewidth enhancement factor value at threshold is given by \( \alpha_o \). The variation in linewidth enhancement factor with temperature is illustrated in Figure (2.13), showing an increase from 2 to 3.3 as the temperature is decreased from 20°C to 5°C.

Using the injection-locking system experimental setup presented in section (2.4), the frequency responses at the positive frequency detuning edge were measured for different slave laser operating temperatures varying from 5 to 20°C (while keeping the injection strength constant).

![Figure (2.14)](image)

*Figure (2.14) Improvement in the injection-locked modulation responses at positive frequency detuning vs. temperature variation.*
Since the slave power increases with reduced device temperature, the master laser’s power is increased such that the external injected power ratio (master to slave’s power ratio at the slave’s emitting facet) was kept constant at 5 dB for all the cases. In addition, the coupling efficiency was carefully monitored and kept unchanged to ensure that the injection strength stays the same throughout the measurement. Under stable locking conditions (SMSR ≥ 30dB), the positive frequency detuning edges are located around 19GHz. Figure (2.14) shows modulation responses at this extreme positive frequency detuning edge for various temperatures.

This trend shows a significant reduction in the undesired dip by as much as 7dB and is attributed to the increase in the damping rate and relaxation frequency of the slave laser as well as a small increase in the linewidth enhancement factor. Section (2.2.4) theoretically discussed the impact of the third pole of the response function in (2.31) on the sensitivity of the undesired dip. It was found that maximizing the $C$ term reduces the dip. Increasing the slave bias current and/or reducing the device temperature, increases the damping and relaxation oscillation as well as the linewidth enhancement factor due to the increased photon density in the laser cavity. Each of these increases serves in maximizing the $C$ term. As a result, the free-running slave parameters are the key factors in optimizing the injection-locked performance of the nanostructure device.
2.6 Modeling the Injection-Locked Characteristics of a QD FP Laser

This section experimentally investigates the high-speed modulation characteristics of an injection-locked QD FP laser operating at 1310-nm under strong optical injection with a focus on the enhancement of the modulation bandwidth. The coupled system consists of a directly-modulated QD slave injected-locked by a distributed feedback (DFB) laser as the master. At particular injection strengths and frequency detuning cases, a unique modulation response is observed that differs from the typical modulation response observed in injection-locked systems. This unique response is characterized by a rapid low-frequency rise along with a slow high-frequency roll-off that enhances the 3-dB bandwidth of the injection-locked system at the expense of losing modulation efficiency of about 22 dB at frequencies below 1 GHz.

There are two benefits in having this unique response. One benefit is that the resonance frequency enhancement doesn’t experience the low frequency dip that was seen in the QDash laser case that limited the amount of useful bandwidth for the high-speed injection-locked response. The second benefit is the improvement in the high frequency roll-off that extends the bandwidth. Also, a 3-dB bandwidth improvement of greater than 8 times compared to the free-running slave laser is achieved.

2.6.1 Description of the QD Fabry-Perot Laser

The epitaxial layer structure of the QD slave laser under investigation is illustrated in Figure (2.15a). The QD slave laser was grown on an \(n^+\)-GaAs substrate using molecular beam epitaxy. The Dots-in-a-Well (DWell) active region consists of 6 layers of InAs QDs embedded in compressively-strained \(\text{In}_{0.15}\text{Ga}_{0.85}\text{As}\) QWs each.
separated by 30-nm undoped GaAs barrier layers. Each side of the active region was surrounded by a 45-nm waveguide layer of undoped GaAs. The p- and n-cladding were 1.5-µm layers of lattice-matched Al$_{0.7}$Ga$_{0.3}$As. The laser structure was capped with a 100-nm layer of GaAs. Three-micron wide ridge waveguides laser bars were fabricated using standard processing techniques and cleaved into 300-µm long cavity lengths with front and back facets HR/HR coated at 80% and 95%, respectively, to increase the ground-state gain. The light-current characteristics and the emission spectra of the slave laser under investigation are shown in Figure (2.15b). The QD laser was found to have a threshold current density of 211 A/cm$^2$ (1.9 mA) with a slope efficiency of 0.23 W/A, and a nominal emission wavelength of approximately 1305 nm at room temperature. The average FSR of the FP modes was found to be ~ 0.806 nm (142 GHz) across the 100 nm span. Using the average FSR of 0.806 nm, yields the average group index of 3.52 for the QD gain media. Given HR/HR facet reflectivities of $R_1$=0.8, and $R_2$=0.95, a cavity length of $L$=0.03 cm, an internal loss of $\alpha_i$=4 cm$^{-1}$, and a group index of $n_g$=3.52, the threshold gain was calculated to be 8.6 cm$^{-1}$ which yields a photon lifetime, $\tau_p$, of 13.7 ps.

The injection-locking experimental setup used to measure the high-speed characteristics of the injection-locked QD laser is similar to the one described in section (2.4). In this case, the master laser was a Fujitsu temperature-tunable QW DFB laser with a nominal emission wavelength of 1315 nm. An ILX temperature controller unit was used to tune the master laser’s operating wavelength at a rate of 0.1-nm/°C. The master laser’s output was fiber-pigtailed into a single-mode PM fiber that was coupled into the second port of a 3-port PM circulator. The PM circulator is designed to operate around 1310 nm
Figure (2.15) a) Epitaxial layer structure of the InAs/GaAs QD slave laser, b) Light-current characteristics and emission spectra of the QD slave laser under investigation.
and has an isolation level of $>20\text{dB}$. The biased slave laser was kept at 20°C using a thermo-electric heat sink controlled by a separate temperature controller unit. A precise piezoelectric stage controller with micrometer accuracy was used to obtain a coupling efficiency of 44%. The modulation response $(|S_{21}|^2)$ was measured using the HP8722D network analyzer and the 25 GHz Lab Buddy high-speed detector. The slave bias current was supplied by an ILX 3811 current source connected to the network analyzer where the DC current was mixed with a small-signal (-10dBm power level) RF modulation input signal using a bias-Tee integrated inside the network analyzer. Prior to the high-speed measurement, a full two port calibration was performed on the network analyzer to eliminate the transmission loss induced by the high-speed cables and the Pico-probe. A Yokogawa AQ6319 optical spectrum analyzer, with a resolution of 1.75 GHz at 1310nm and a large dynamic range (60dB at maximum resolution), was used to characterize the master and slave lasers frequency detuning and to assure that the stable-locking condition was always satisfied as the detuning and injected power was varied.

### 2.6.2 Determining the QD Laser Free-Running Parameters and the Nonlinear Effects

The slave free-running relaxation oscillation frequency, damping rate, and parasitic roll-off are determined by least-squares fitting the free-running modulation responses using the conventional response function given in (2.34).

The free-running modulation responses for various applied bias currents (from 5-25 mA) along with the corresponding least-squares curve-fitting results are given in
Figure (2.16) Normalized modulation response of the free-running slave laser for various pump currents. The slave modulation responses are curve-fitted with the standard modulation response function given in (2.32).

Figure (2.17) Variation of the slave free-running relaxation oscillation and damping rate as a function of bias current.
Figure (2.16). Note the damped response in this free-running QD laser. The slave relaxation oscillation frequency and damping rates are extracted from the free-running modulation responses using (2.34) and their variation with bias current are illustrated in Figure (2.17). Results in Figure (2.17) show an increase in both relaxation frequency and damping rate of the slave laser as the bias current is increased. This trend is consistent with theory, where the damping rate and relaxation frequency increase with photon density.

Using a similar approach described as that used in section (2.5.2) for the QDash device, the differential carrier life time $\tau_N$, was found through the measured QD laser’s free-running damping rates as a function of the corresponding relaxation frequencies squared using the conventional expression \[ \gamma_{fr} = K f_r^2 + 1/\tau_N. \] As shown in Figure (2.18), the corresponding value for the inverse differential carrier lifetime $\gamma_N$, is determined at the intersection of the plotted $\gamma_{fr}$ vs. $f_r^2$ data with the y-axis and was found to be approximately 9 GHz. From the slope of the same plot, the $K$-factor was found to be 1.51 ns.

It is important to note that the injection-locked modulation response function expressed in (2.31) incorporates the contribution of the inverse differential carrier lifetime, which proved to be relatively large for the QD FP slave compared to the QDash device.

The impact of non-linear gain on the free-running relaxation oscillation frequency was studied through the relationship given in (2.35). Similar to the case of modeling the QDash laser, here it was assumed that the impact of non-linear gain compression is implicitly incorporated into the injection-locking model through the free-running
Figure (2.18) QD free-running damping factor as a function of the relaxation oscillation frequency squared.

Figure (2.19) QD free-running relaxation oscillation frequency squared as a function of total output power. Inset is the fitting function given in (2.36).
relaxation oscillation and damping rate which were kept constant during simulation. Figure (2.19) shows the variation of the relaxation oscillation frequency squared as a function of total output power for the QD device. Using (2.35) to fit the experimental data illustrated in Figure (2.19), a saturation power of $P_{\text{sat}} \sim 9.8$ mW and a gain compression factor of $\varepsilon_p \sim 0.1$ mW$^{-1}$ was calculated. These results show that QD FP laser has a stronger gain compression compared to the QDash FP device.

Previous sections studied the impact of the slave’s linewidth enhancement factor, $\alpha$, on the modulation characteristics of the coupled laser system, finding that the linewidth enhancement factor is one of the key operating parameters that has a significant impact on the modulation response of the coupled system. This parameter is separately

![Figure (2.20) Variation of the slave linewidth enhancement factor as a function of applied bias current for a 1310 nm QD FP laser. The linewidth enhancement factor varied from ~0.6 to 5 as the applied bias current is increased from slightly above the threshold value to 8 mA.](image)
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measured through the injection-locking technique described in section (2.5.4). Using this method, the linewidth enhancement factor is measured at the injection-locking positive and negative frequency detuning boundaries for a given bias current.

In Figure (2.20), the variation of the linewidth enhancement factor for various applied bias currents is shown for the QD device. According to the experimental findings obtained from this measurement, the value of the linewidth enhancement factor was allowed to fluctuate in the injection-locked QD laser simulations as the optical injection is increased or when the frequency detuning between the master and slave lasers is adjusted. The large variation in the linewidth enhancement factor fluctuation for this device is mainly attributed to the strong gain compression at the ground state and the fact that the carrier density is not clearly clamped at threshold in these devices. As in the QDash laser, a variation in the $\alpha$-factor of nearly an order of magnitude is possible.

The small linewidth enhancement factor of 0.6 at slightly above threshold in the QD FP laser under investigation promises unique modulation characteristics under optical injection compared to QDash devices which were shown to have a higher linewidth enhancement factor ($\sim 2$) at a similar operating point. The strong dependence of the linewidth enhancement factor on the photon density is due to the enhancement of the gain saturation with carrier density, which is related to the occurrence of inhomogeneous broadening and spectral hole burning in QDs [21].
2.6.3 Modulation Response of the Injection-Locked QD FP Device: Experimental Findings

Once the free-running operating parameters of the slave laser are fully characterized, the extracted free-running values can be used to aid the injection-locked simulations as similarly described in section (2.5.3). Figure (2.21) illustrates the spectral responses of the free-running and injection-locked case at zero detuning. The free-running spectra indicate a FP mode separation of ~135 GHz. The slave laser was DC biased at 5 mA and maintained at room temperature throughout the measurement. The master laser was pumped at 18.2 mA and thermally-tuned to 21.6°C where it is peak locked to the FP mode centered at 1312.33 nm. The SMSR was measured to range between 30 to 55dB for the investigated injection strengths at different detuning conditions. Note that choosing an appropriate value for the SMSR is critical as it defines the locking boundary and assures the stable-locking condition throughout the experiment.

Figures (2.22) through (2.27) show a complete experimental modulation response characterization of the injection-locked QD laser for various frequency detuning conditions and injection strengths. Each graph includes the same free-running modulation response along with different injection-locked responses for specific positive and negative frequency detuning cases. Choosing the specific cases was based on the highest available modulation bandwidth on each positive and negative frequency detuning side for a given injection strength scenario. For all of these cases, the slave laser bias current was kept constant at 5 mA and emits a total output power of 0.79 mW. The pump current on the DFB master laser was adjusted to obtain the desired external power ratios, $P_{\text{ext}}$, of 7, 12, and 15dB which respectively correspond to 3.9, 11.5, and 24.4 mW available.
Figure (2.21) Free-running and injection-locked spectra of the QD FP laser under zero detuning condition at 1312.33 nm, indicating a >30dB SMSR between the locked mode and side FP modes. Top and bottom figures illustrate a 30 nm and 2 nm span of the optical spectra, respectively.
Figure (2.22) Normalized modulation responses under positive (top) and negative (bottom) frequency detuning conditions for $P_{\text{ext-inj}}=7\text{dB}$, indicating 2.6X and 4.6X improvement in 3-dB bandwidth compared to the free-running case.
Figure (2.23) Normalized modulation responses under positive (top) and negative (bottom) frequency detuning conditions for $P_{\text{ext-inj}}=12\text{dB}$, indicating 4.4X and 6X improvement in 3-dB bandwidth compared to the free-running case.
Figure (2.24) Normalized modulation responses under positive (top) and negative (bottom) frequency detuning conditions for $P_{\text{ext-inj}}=15\text{dB}$, indicating 8.1X and 4.7X improvement in 3-dB bandwidth, respectively, compared to the free-running case.
injected powers at the slave facet. Constant bias on the slave laser while varying the injected power provides a clear comparison for each individual case to examine the effect of increased injection strengths on the overall resonance frequency and consequently maximum available bandwidth.

Figures (2.22) to (2.24) represent the normalized modulation responses for the free-running laser along with zero, positive and negative detuning injection-locked responses for external power ratios of 7dB, 12dB, and 15dB. For each value of injection strength, the maximum achievable bandwidth enhancement is measured compared to the free-running case.

The positive frequency detuning cases (top graphs) indicate a bandwidth enhancement of 2.6, 4.4, and 8.1 times, and the negative frequency detuning cases (bottom graphs) indicate a 3-dB bandwidth enhancement of 4.6, 6, and 4.7 times compared to the free-running case. In Figures (2.22) through (2.24), the external power ratio is set to increase from 7dB to 15dB. The maximum 3-dB bandwidth was observed at the positive frequency detuning side with an 8.1X improvement compared to the free-running case. It is important to note that on the positive detuning side, the maximum bandwidth occurs at detuning cases that have a unique shape in the modulation response that were not seen for the QDash laser. This novel shape is characteristic of situations that have a small zero, \( Z \), in the numerator of the modulation response function (2.31). This small \( Z \) is enabled by the relatively small linewidth enhancement factor in the QD laser. Further positive frequency detuning cases suffer from the undesired pre-resonance dip between the DC value and the enhanced resonance. The maximum bandwidth for the \( P_{ext} = 7 \) and 12dB cases occurred at negative frequency detuning side where the responses
Figure (2.25) Modulation responses under positive and negative frequency detuning conditions for $P_{\text{ext-inj}}=7\text{dB}$, indicating the modulation efficiency decreases by $27\text{dB}$ and $38\text{dB}$, respectively, compared to the free-running case.
Figure (2.26) Modulation responses under positive and negative frequency detuning conditions for $P_{\text{ext-inj}}=12\text{dB}$, indicating the modulation efficiency decreases by 26dB and 35dB, respectively, compared to the free-running case.
Figure (2.27) Modulation responses under positive (top) and negative (bottom) frequency detuning conditions for $P_{\text{ext-inj}}=15\text{dB}$, indicating the modulation efficiency decreases by 3dB, and slight increase by 5dB, respectively, compared to the free-running case.
are usually more damped due to an increase in the slave’s field enhancement with optical injection.

The specific responses yielding the highest bandwidths at each external power ratio are uniquely characterized by a rapid low frequency rise (corresponding to the normalized cases) and a slower high frequency roll-off compared to the free-running and other detuning cases. These responses are shown in Figures (2.22) through (2.24) and correspond to $\Delta f = -6.03$ GHz with $P_{ext} = 7$dB, $\Delta f = -5.9$ GHz with $P_{ext} = 12$dB, and at $\Delta f = 9.1$ GHz detuning cases with $P_{ext} = 15$dB.

Figures (2.25) through (2.27) illustrate the corresponding un-normalized modulation responses for the same cases shown in Figures (2.22) through (2.24). These figures analyze the decrease in the modulation efficiency of the injection-locked responses with the highest bandwidth improvement compared to the free-running case. As shown in these figures, the highest modulation efficiency drops are for the detuning cases with maximum bandwidth in the normalized response. A 5dB improvement in the modulation efficiency compared to the free-running was observed in the QD laser’s highly damped response when $\Delta f = -19.2$ GHz and $P_{ext} = 15$dB (Figure (2.27), bottom graph). This detuning case has relatively higher gain at the expense of very low bandwidth. Also, due to the lack of resonance peak for this case, this set of conditions would yield a linear response [10]. This specific case of detuning is usually suitable for low bandwidth applications that require higher gain (low link loss) and higher linearity [10]. As shown in both positive and negative frequency detuning cases, the low frequency roll-off decreases for the cases with higher injection strength. In Figure (2.27), the $\Delta f = 9.1$ GHz detuning case with 8.1X improvement in 3-dB bandwidth experiences a
Figure (2.28) Normalized modulation responses of the free-running and the injection-locked QD laser under various frequency detuning conditions and injection strengths. The slave 3-dB bandwidth was found to be 2.5 GHz when it is biased at 5mA, and the maximum injection-locked 3-dB bandwidth with the same slave bias current and external injected power ratios of $P_{\text{ext}} = 7\,\text{dB}$, $12\,\text{dB}$ and $15\,\text{dB}$ were found to be 11.5 GHz, 15.4GHz and 20.4GHz respectively.

With a 22dB drop in modulation efficiency, the maximum 3-dB bandwidth of 20.4 GHz was observed at $\Delta f = 9.1\,\text{GHz}$. This is an 8-fold increase in bandwidth compared to the free-running case. To
the best of our knowledge this is the highest modulation bandwidth ever reported for an edge emitting injection-locked QD FP laser operating at 1.31\(\mu\)m and room temperature.

2.6.4 Extracting the Operating Parameters of the Injection-Locked QD FP Device

For a better understanding of the origin of the unique modulation responses observed in this experiment, it is beneficial to characterize the injection-locked cases with the highest modulation bandwidth by extracting the key operating parameters associated with each case. Knowing these parameters can be further used to predict the ideal operating conditions in order to optimize the modulation characteristics of a nanostructure semiconductor laser under optical injection.

Similar to the simulations performed for the QDash FP device, the theoretical modulation response model described in section (2.2.4) can be used to least-squares fit the experimental data collected from the injection-locked QD FP laser system in order to extract the key parameters of the coupled system. By reducing the number of fitting parameters through known free-running fitting terms and applying a proper constraint on the remaining injection-locking terms, the operating parameters of the coupled system can be measured. These parameters include the linewidth enhancement factor, \(\alpha\), the slave-master phase offset \(\phi_0\), the maximum injection strength \(\eta_0\), and the field enhancement factor \(R_{FE}\). The slave free-running terms including the free-running relaxation oscillation frequency \(f_r\), free-running damping rate \(\gamma_f\), and inverse differential carrier lifetime \(\gamma_N\) were extracted in section (2.6.2) by performing a least-squares fit on the free-running modulation responses using (2.34). At a slave bias level of 5mA, these free-running parameters were found to be \(f_r = 1.9\) GHz, \(\gamma_f = 10\) GHz and \(\gamma_N = 9\) GHz, as
shown in Figure (2.17), (2.18). The value of the parasitic roll-off for the free-running case at 5 mA was measured to be $\gamma = 67$ GHz. These parameters were kept constant during the simulations except for the parasitic roll-off $\gamma$ which was allowed to vary in an acceptable range to explain the slow roll-off observed in the injection-locked responses. As described in section (2.5.4), since there are many possible solutions that can fit the experimental data, appropriate constraints are applied to the remaining fitting terms.

The constraints on $\phi_0$ are based on the allowed locking range through the threshold condition according to the phase boundaries for the extreme detuning cases, which indicates that the phase offset can vary from $-\pi/2$ for the positive frequency detuning edge to $\cot^{-1}(\alpha)$ for the negative frequency detuning edge. The phase condition at the positive frequency detuning edge stipulates that the value of $R_{FE}$ should be equal to 1 since the slave’s steady-state field matches the free-running field due to the 90 degree phase offset between the master and slave. The field enhancement factor, $R_{FE}$, is allowed to increase beyond 1 as the detuning frequency is shifted from the positive edge.

The value for $\eta_0$ can be directly calculated using (2.36) for a given external power ratio and be constrained tightly during the simulations. Using (2.36) and knowing that the emitting facet reflectivity is 80%, the measured average group index of the active region is 3.52, and a coupling efficiency of 44%, $\eta_0$ was calculated to be 47.5 GHz, 81.3 GHz, and 116.5 GHz for the external power ratios of $P_{ext} = 7$dB, 12dB, and 15dB, respectively. Since the coupling efficiency was carefully maintained during the experiment, the maximum injection strength was held constant during the simulations for each case. One important constraint in the coupled system is that physically the threshold gain shift, $\gamma_{th}$, cannot exceed the photon decay rate ($\gamma_{p}=1/\tau_p$), which in this QD device is $\sim 75$ GHz.
Based on the variation of the linewidth enhancement factor with power in the QD device (shown in Figure (2.20)), this value is allowed to fluctuate with the variation of detuning and injection strengths. Using a bias current of 5mA under free-running conditions, the linewidth enhancement factor was measured to be ~2 by using the injection locking method. In the case of strong injection, the slave’s linewidth enhancement factor is expected to vary significantly with both detuning and injected power due to the strong dependence on the power and carrier density seen in a QD device [21].

2.6.5 Curve-Fitting Results

Based on the least-squares curve-fitting strategy described above and using (2.23) through (2.31), the injection-locked modulation responses with the highest bandwidth at $P_{ext} = 7\text{dB}, 12\text{dB}$ and $15\text{dB}$ were successfully simulated, and the fitting results are shown in Figure (2.29). The associated error analysis is summarized in Table (2.3). The error analysis was based on a one standard deviation confidence interval calculated for $\alpha$, $\phi$, $R_{FE}$, and $\gamma_h$. The error for the extracted free-running values was negligible (< 7%).

The extracted values for $\alpha$ shown in Table (2.3) indicate that the linewidth enhancement factor varies with frequency detuning and injection strength within the experimental error range. These results showed that the slave’s linewidth enhancement factor decreases significantly from a free-running value of ~2 to -0.16 for an increased power ratio up to $P_{ext} = 15\text{dB}$. This trend is consistent with the results shown in Figure (2.20), which indicates a variation of linewidth enhancement factor with power along...
Figure (2.29) Least-squares fit results of the normalized modulation response of the free-running and the injection-locked QD laser for $P_{ext} = 7\, dB$ and $\Delta f = -6.03\, GHz$, $P_{ext} = 12\, dB$ and $\Delta f = -5.97\, GHz$, $P_{ext} = 15\, dB$ and $\Delta f = 9.1\, GHz$.

![Figure 2.29 Least-squares fit results](image)

TABLE (2.3)

Extracted operating parameters for the injection-locked conditions shown in Figure (2.29).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P_{ext}$ (dB)</th>
<th>$\Delta f$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$\eta_0$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\phi_0$ (rad)</th>
<th>$R_{FE}$</th>
<th>$\gamma_{th}$ (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-6.03</td>
<td>47.54</td>
<td>0.521 ±0.8</td>
<td>1.010 ±0.2</td>
<td>1.41 ±0.3</td>
<td>35.93 ±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-5.97</td>
<td>80.04</td>
<td>0.384 ±0.5</td>
<td>1.133 ±0.3</td>
<td>2.29 ±0.7</td>
<td>29.75 ±2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>116.5</td>
<td>-0.16 ±0.9</td>
<td>-1.323 ±0.7</td>
<td>2.06 ±0.9</td>
<td>27.7 ±5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with the existence of a free-running value as low as 0.6. Near-zero or even negative material linewidth enhancement factors have been previously reported in QD material systems [28]-[30]. Due to the delta function-like density of states in QDs and their random size distribution, the QD gain spectrum is expected to be fairly symmetric around the gain peak. As a result, QD material systems should yield a very small linewidth enhancement factor. Based on intraband carrier dynamic analysis and the complex susceptibility, a negative value for the linewidth enhancement factor was found to be possible in QDs if the effect of size dispersion (inhomogeneous broadening) is sufficiently small [28]. This finding is very important since it indicates that a slave laser’s linewidth enhancement factor can be reduced to near zero values (even to negative) in an injection-locked QD laser system under optical injection by increasing the injection strength and/or adjusting the frequency detuning. However, noting the error bars on $\alpha$ in Table (2.3), the modulation response can only be used as a rough indicator that the $\alpha$ is small. Chapter 3 discusses the manipulation of a nanostructure’s linewidth enhancement factor with optical injection in greater detail and describes how to measure it more accurately.

The extracted values for the phase shift $\phi_0$, are consistent with the theory stating that the steady-state phase offset ranges from $-\pi/2$ at the positive frequency detuning edge to $\cot^{-1}(\alpha)$ at the negative frequency detuning edge. The maximum phase values at the boundaries are used to verify the validity of the extracted values for each case. Based on the extracted values of $\alpha$, the phase boundaries at negative frequency detuning for $P_{ext} = 7, 12$ dB are calculated to be 1.1, and 1.204 rad, respectively and for the $P_{ext} = 15$ dB case is equal to -1.571 rad (or $-\pi/2$).
Based on the extracted values for $\phi_0$, $R_{FE}$, $\eta_0$, the $\alpha$ and $\gamma_0$, are calculated for each case. The calculated values for $\gamma_0$ presented in Table (2.3) are relatively similar to each other except for the positive frequency detuning case. For this positive detuning case, there is a slight decrease at higher injection strength due to the out of phase coupling condition between the injected and free-running fields.

As seen in Table (2.3), the fitting results for $R_{FE}$ show a higher value at increased negative frequency detuning and injection strength. This trend corresponds to theory, which describes an increase in the slave laser steady-state field magnitude under negative frequency detuning conditions with increased injection strength. It is also important to verify the validity of the extracted value of $R_{FE}$ for each case, since the theory states it cannot exceed the ratio of the external field amplitude measured at the slave’s emitting facet, $R_{FE} \leq (\eta_c \times R_{ext})^{1/2}$. The maximum achievable field enhancement factor for external master powers of 7, 12, and 15 dB are 1.5, 2.5, and 3.6, respectively.

Extracted results for the parasitic roll-off decay time, $\tau_c$, show a significant decrease to ~ 6 ps in the decay rate compared to the 15 ps that was calculated for the free-running case. This decrease is probably due to the device heating as a result of strong optical injection. As indicated in Figure (2.29), the slope of the high frequency roll-off is noticeably modified under optical injection when compared to the free-running case. The decrease in severity of the roll-off contributes to the 3-dB modulation bandwidth improvement, generating the 8-fold improvement over the free-running value. Quantitatively, this roll-off is measured to be approximately 20dB per decade under the optical injection case, compared with a 35dB per decade measured under free-running operation.
The extracted injection-locking parameters given in Table (2.3) can be used to explain the low frequency roll off observed in the unique modulation responses shown in Figure (2.29). Considering the modulation response function given in (2.31), at small modulation frequencies, as \( \omega \to 0 \), the absolute transfer function can be approximated as follows:

\[
H(\omega \to 0) = \frac{\Delta A}{\Delta J} \approx \frac{M(-Z)}{C} \quad (2.38)
\]

As seen in (2.38), a small \( Z \) value and/or large \( C \) term will increase the low frequency roll-off near DC. Based on the relation between the phase, linewidth enhancement factor, and injection strength given in (2.30), the zero of the function \( (Z) \) can vary between 0 to \(-\eta_0/R_{FE}\alpha\) from the negative to positive detuning boundaries. Considering the modulation response function given in (2.31), a smaller \( Z \) value is generally desired since it reduces the sensitivity of the denominator and causes the numerator to scale roughly with the modulation frequency. Now to explain the observed low frequency roll off, lets consider the modulation responses of the zero detuning and positive detuning case at \( \Delta f = 9.1 \text{ GHz} \) for \( P_{\text{ext}} = 15 \text{dB} \) as shown in Figure (2.27). The zero detuning modulation response at \( P_{\text{ext}} = 15 \text{dB} \) is separately simulated using (2.31) and the operating parameters are extracted for this case. Using (2.29) and (2.30), the \( C \) and \( Z \) terms are calculated for the aforementioned detuning cases and the results are presented in Table (2.4). As shown in Table (2.4), both detuning cases have similar \( C \) values but the absolute value of \( Z \) is much smaller for the \( \Delta f = 9.1 \text{ GHz} \) detuning compared to the zero detuning case. This explains the 22 dB drop seen between the free-running and \( \Delta f = 9.1 \text{ GHz} \) detuning case. In contrast, only an 8dB drop is seen between the free-running and zero detuning case as
Calculated $C$ and $Z$ terms at $\Delta f = 9.1$ GHz and $\Delta f = 0$ GHz for $P_{\text{ext}} = 15$ dB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta f$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$(C)^{1/3}$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$Z$ (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>-2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shown in Figure (2.27). The small $Z$ value for the $\Delta f = 9.1$ GHz detuning case corresponds to a combination of a small linewidth enhancement factor along with the unique steady-state phase condition where $\alpha \sin \phi_0$ offsets the $\cos \phi_0$ term in equation (2.17). A similar approach can be used to explain the drop in the low frequency response at $P_{\text{ext}} = 7$ dB and 12 dB. The $P_{\text{ext}} = 7$ dB has the highest low frequency roll-off compared to the 12 dB and 15 dB cases since the $Z$ value is relatively small at this case due to a lower injection strength.

### 2.7 Chapter 2 Summary

This chapter experimentally and theoretically analyzed the high-speed modulation characteristics of injection-locked QDash and QD nanostructure lasers. Using a novel modulation response function that describes the dynamic properties of an injection-locked system, the key operating parameters of both nanostructure laser systems were directly extracted by performing a least-squares-fit of the experimental data. The extracted values were found to be in a good agreement with theory which proved that the
response model is a reliable method to extract the key operating parameters of the observed response in the microwave domain. It is also found that the slave laser’s linewidth enhancement factor has a significant impact on the modulation response of injection-locked nanostructures due to the unique carrier dynamics in these material systems. For an injection-locked QDash laser, it is found that the observed pre-resonance dip in the modulation response can be virtually eliminated at higher $\alpha$ values by increasing the slave’s bias current or reducing the device temperature. In an injection-locked QD laser the linewidth enhancement factor led to a unique modulation response shape that takes advantage of the enhancement of the resonance frequency achieved through optical injection without experiencing the pre-resonance dip that significantly limits the useful bandwidth in the conventional injection-locked response. Lastly, comparing the extracted values of the linewidth enhancement factor under injection-locking to the measured free-running values identify that the slave’s linewidth enhancement factor can significantly vary because of the threshold gain shift in both QDash and QD lasers under optical injection. The magnitude of this variation is found to scale with the injection strength and is the highest at the negative frequency edge where the threshold gain shift is significant. This finding is very important since it indicates that by changing the frequency detuning and/or varying the optical injection strength, the slave linewidth enhancement factor can be manipulated in an injection-locked nanostructure laser. In chapter 3, the manipulation of QDash linewidth enhancement factor at zero detuning and under various optical injection strengths is investigated.
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Chapter 3

Manipulation of the Linewidth Enhancement Factor in QDash Nanostructure Laser under Strong Optical Injection

3.1 Introduction

Two key figures of merit in high-speed performance of directly modulated semiconductor lasers are their limited modulation bandwidth and relatively high linewidth enhancement factor. The modulation bandwidth is limited as a result of suppression of the resonance frequency due to the presence of nonlinear gain saturation and strong damping rates in semiconductor lasers. The linewidth enhancement factor ($\alpha$-factor) is a critical parameter that determines both the static linewidth of the semiconductor laser and the instantaneous frequency of the device under direct current modulation, also known as the frequency chirp. Frequency chirp of semiconductor lasers leads to a dynamic broadening of the mode spectrum under current modulation and therefore limits the modulation rate in optical communication systems. For instance, frequency chirp has two major drawbacks in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems. First it can interact with the fiber dispersion to create a power penalty which limits the number of channels or the distance over which the generated signal can propagate. Second, chirp broadens the transmitted spectrum and thus limits the channel spacing by interfering with adjacent channels. This channel spacing interference can even
be seen in short transmission links. Therefore, low chirp and high modulation bandwidth semiconductor lasers have been of particular research interest for decades [1]-[6].

3.1.1 $\alpha$-factor in QD and QDash Nanostructure Lasers

As discussed in previous chapters, compared to QW and bulk material systems, nanostructure lasers such as QD and QDash are known to exhibit many interesting advantages which are due to their unique carrier dynamics resulting from the delta-function-like density of states and three dimensional carrier confinements. More specifically, potential for high differential gain and a small $\alpha$-factor make QD and QDash laser devices unique from other material structures and suitable for high-speed applications. Below-threshold measurements have reported $\alpha$-factor values, both negative and less than 1, for QD lasers [7]-[9]. The main drawback is that the carrier density in QD lasers is not clearly clamped at threshold due to the inhomogeneous gain broadening in QDs. As a result, the above threshold $\alpha$-factor in QDs behave quite differently from the below threshold values, and at higher current densities it becomes more power dependent due to strong gain saturation [10], [11]. Furthermore, strong gain saturation with carrier density increases the damping effect in QDs, limiting their high frequency modulation performance. In chapter 2, both of these limitations were experimentally investigated for free-running QD and QDash lasers. The free-running experimental results show that the above threshold $\alpha$-factor is highly variable with photon density and also the damping effect increases as a function of current density in these devices.
3.1.2 Controlling the $\alpha$-factor through Optical Injection-Locking

Chapter 2 discussed an alternative solution to solve the damping effect in QD and QDash lasers through the external control technique of optical injection-locking. On one hand, optical injection was shown to reduce the damping effect of the slave laser by enhancing the resonance frequency and thereby extending the maximum achievable bandwidth of the coupled system [12]. On the other hand, it was also demonstrated that adjusting the frequency detuning and/or injection strength can significantly impact the $\alpha$-factor in both QDash and QD lasers. Strong optical injection under the stable locking condition shifts the threshold gain of the slave laser and thereby decreases the carrier density which results in a reduced $\alpha$-factor. The maximum possible threshold gain shift limit defines the lowest achievable $\alpha$-factor and is proportional to the slave laser’s cavity photon decay rate. More specifically, experimental findings from chapter 2 on an injection-locked QD laser indicate that under strong optical injection, the $\alpha$-factor in this device can be significantly reduced from a free-running value of 2 to near zero or perhaps negative values. In the latter case, the error in the parameter extraction was too large to be definitive. This reduced $\alpha$-factor decreases the linewidth broadening, therefore reducing the effects of fiber dispersion pulse broadening, allowing for longer transmission lengths and higher bandwidth-length (BL) product [13]. From an application prospective, the combination of large bandwidth and low frequency chirp along with other benefits in optically injection-locked nanostructure lasers is promising for implementation in transmitter modules driving future long-haul and high-speed optical fiber links. The goal of this chapter is to use the benefits of the highly variable $\alpha$-factor in nanostructure lasers
and experimentally investigate the manipulation of the $\alpha$-factor in a nanostructure laser device under strong optical injection.

3.1.3 High-Level Objectives of the $\alpha$-factor Investigation

In Chapter 2, the impact of the slave $\alpha$-factor on injection-locked QDash and QD nanostructure lasers was theoretically and experimentally investigated. Both theoretical simulations and experimental results on an injection-locked QDash laser showed that a higher slave laser $\alpha$-factor can impact the injection-locked system modulation response. Particularly, there is a reduction in the undesired pre-resonance dip in the modulation response at the positive frequency detuning edge, making this detuning condition suitable for broadband applications. Unfortunately, large $\alpha$-factor values lead to significant frequency chirp through fiber transmission which limits the positive frequency detuning case to short-haul applications only.

This chapter exclusively focuses on the impact of strong optical injection on $\alpha$-factor in the QDash FP laser and the corresponding modulation response at zero-detuning. Emphasis on the zero-detuning case is mainly based on two reasons. First, the zero-detuning case simplifies the theoretical model describing the behavior of the coupled system under modulation, making it easier to simulate and extract the operating parameters of the locked system from measured response data. Second, this case demonstrates a relatively flat modulation response compared to other detuning conditions making it most suitable for broadband applications. From an implementation perspective, the master and slave lasers can be referenced to the same wavelength locker, facilitating
implementation in a compact butterfly package suitable for high-speed applications in optical fiber links.

In this study, manipulation of the slave laser’s α-factor in a QDash FP laser with optical injection is investigated using two different approaches. First, using the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) technique, the QDash material properties, including the net modal gain profile and below-threshold α-factor, are separately measured as a function of wavelength and current density. Knowing the free-running material properties is very important in identifying the optimum free-running operating point at which the α-factor can be manipulated to the lowest possible values under optical injection. Then, the above threshold α-factor is directly measured under optical injection-locking as the injected optical power is varied using the ratio of the frequency modulation (FM) to the amplitude modulation (AM) indices technique. Second, measured experimental modulation response data is used to extract the relevant operating parameters of the coupled system including the threshold gain shift and α-factor, as it was described in chapter 2. The FM/AM measured α-factor values are then compared with the extracted values and the results are correlated with the threshold gain shift caused by optical injection.

It is important to note that the frequency chirp in directly modulated semiconductor lasers is not always considered a disadvantage since light chirping can also be useful for some applications such as narrowband frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation for labeling purposes [14]. Therefore, the external control technique of injection-locking described here along with the benefits of a highly variable α-factor in QD and QDash nanostructure lasers can be further implemented to adjust the desired chirp parameter for such applications.
3.2 Characterization of the Material \( \alpha \)-factor in a QDash Laser

The \( \alpha \)-factor is defined as the ratio of the partial derivatives of the real and imaginary parts of the complex susceptibility (i.e. of the refractive index \( n \) and gain \( g \)), \( \chi(n) = \chi_r + i \chi_i \), with respect to carrier density [15]. Since the induced carrier contribution to the refractive index and the imaginary part of the susceptibility are much smaller than the refractive index in the absence of carriers, the \( \alpha \)-factor can be expressed as follows [16], [17]:

\[
\alpha = -\frac{\partial \chi_r / \partial N}{\partial \chi_i / \partial N} = \frac{-4\pi \frac{\partial n}{\partial N}}{\lambda \frac{\partial g}{\partial N}} \tag{3.1}
\]

where \( n(\lambda, N) \) is the refractive index of the active medium, \( g(\lambda, N) \) is the net modal gain per unit length, \( \lambda \) is the peak emission wavelength in vacuum and \( N \) is the carrier density. Both the refractive index and gain terms have wavelength and carrier density dependence.

Since the first introduction of the amplitude-phase coupling parameter (\( \alpha \)-factor) in the early 1980’s [18], several techniques have been implemented to measure the \( \alpha \)-factor in semiconductor lasers. The most commonly used methods are based on the analysis of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) [19], the FM/AM response ratio under small-signal modulation [20], linewidth measurements [21], optical feedback interferometric self-mixing [22] and the injection-locking technique [23]. These techniques can be classified into two different categories: the first type is based on sub-threshold gain/refractive index measurements and can be used to evaluate the material \( \alpha \)-factor; the second type is based on above-threshold measurements and is capable of measuring the effective above-threshold \( \alpha \)-factor. When measuring the above-threshold \( \alpha \)-factor of a
device subject to optical injection, it is also very important to first evaluate the material \( \alpha \)-factor to characterize the related material properties of the device affecting this parameter at higher photon densities.

In the following section, the net optical gain of the QDash FP laser is measured through the ASE technique to identify the wavelength and carrier density dependence of the material \( \alpha \)-factor in this device.

3.2.1 ASE/Hakki-Paoli Technique for Determining the Material \( \alpha \)-factor

The ASE method of determining the optical gain, also known as the Hakki-Paoli method, is the most common technique for measuring the material \( \alpha \)-factor as a function of current density and photon energy [19]. This technique relies on directly measuring the differential gain, \( dg \), and differential index, \( dn \), as a function of a slight change in the semiconductor laser carrier density in sub-threshold operation. The measurement is typically performed using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The differential index is measured through detection of the frequency shift of the longitudinal FP mode resonances, while the differential gain is obtained by measuring the net modal gain from the FP modulation depth (gain ripple) in the ASE spectra of the laser [24]. Although this method is reliable and straightforward, there are two critical issues that can affect the accuracy of this measurement. First, this method requires the use of a high resolution OSA for the case of closely spaced longitudinal modes and also to minimize the experimental error of the measurement. Second, the thermal peak wavelength shift occurring in CW measurements needs to be eliminated from this measurement in order to only account for the net carrier-induced effects.
The net modal gain, $g_{\text{net}}$, can be extracted from the peak-to-valley ratio of sub-threshold ASE spectra using the following relationship [25]:

$$g_{\text{net}} = \frac{1}{L} \ln \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_1 R_2}} \left[ \sqrt{x} - 1 \right] \right)$$

(3.2)

where $L$ is the laser cavity length, $x$ is the ratio of the peak-to-valley intensity levels, and $R_1$ and $R_2$ are the front and back facet reflectivity, respectively. The data for the net modal gain for various injected current densities are shown in Figure (3.1). Note the blue shift in the gain peak as the pump level increases.

![Figure (3.1)](image)

*Figure (3.1) Net modal gain as a function of wavelength calculated from the peak-to-valley ratios in ASE spectra ranging from 1470.6 A/cm² to 2700 A/cm².*
Using the measured net gain profiles for a small current increment of △I (or small △N), \(dg\) and \(dn\) can be calculated by replacing the partial derivatives with \(\Delta g/\Delta I\) and \(\Delta n/\Delta I=-(n/\lambda)\Delta \lambda/\Delta I\), respectively [26]. Using the expression in (3.1) and substituting for the differential gain and differential index definitions, yields the following experimental relationship for the material \(\alpha\)-factor:

\[
\alpha = \frac{4\pi \frac{\partial n}{\partial N}}{\lambda} = \left(\frac{4n\pi\lambda}{k^2}\right) \frac{\Delta \lambda / \Delta I}{\Delta g / \Delta I} \tag{3.3}
\]

Using this method, a below-threshold ASE measurement was performed to measure the net modal gain and material \(\alpha\)-factor for the QDash FP device described in chapter 2. The experimental setup used for this measurement was similar to the one described in Figure (2.2a) for the free-running device characterization except for the high-speed characterization equipment. For the ASE measurement, the CW current supply was replaced by an ILX LDP-3811 pulsed current source to eliminate the heating effects from the \(\Delta \lambda / \Delta I\) measurements. Under CW operation, temperature effects in the QDash laser cavity can offset the blue shift in the peak wavelength resulting from increased bias currents. In order to minimize the temperature effects from the measurement, the device temperature was carefully monitored and kept constant at 20°C throughout the measurement. Then the QDash device was biased using 6 µs pulse widths while the duty cycle varied from 1% to 100% in 10% increments. The measured optical spectra were least-squares-fit using a Gaussian fitting function, and the peak wavelength was recorded for each duty cycle increment. For each sub-threshold bias current, the peak wavelength values were plotted as a function of duty cycle, and the results are shown in Figure (3.2). The plotted data was then extrapolated to 0% duty cycle (at y-axis intercept)
Figure (3.2) Peak wavelength as a function of duty cycle at $J=1941.2 \text{ A/cm}^2$. The pulse width was kept constant at 6 $\mu$s for all cases.

Figure (3.3) Variation of the material $\alpha$-factor as a function of wavelength taken near threshold at current density value of 2647.1 A/cm$^2$. 


and a 1 mA current step was used to calculate $\Delta \lambda / \Delta I$. Since the $\alpha$-factor has wavelength dependence, the material $\alpha$-factor of the QDash device was calculated using (3.3) at four different wavelengths: 1579.9 nm, 1565.2 nm, 1550.1 nm, 1534.6 nm. The results shown in Figure (3.3) verify that the material $\alpha$-factor values are smaller at shorter wavelengths with respect to the gain peak at a current density value of 2647.1 A/cm$^2$ that is close to threshold. This result agrees with theory predicting a larger differential gain at wavelengths blue shifted from the gain peak, resulting in smaller $\alpha$-factors [27]. Since optical injection by the master laser is at a fixed wavelength and increasing injection strength shifts the threshold condition to lower pump values, the $\alpha$-factors is expected to progressively decrease with injection as operation is more and more on the blue side of the gain peak. In addition, the $\alpha$-factors at all wavelengths generally decreases with a lower threshold condition in quantum dashes because of lower carrier population in the excited states [9].
3.3 Direct Measurement of the Above Threshold $\alpha$-factor in QDash Laser under Optical Injection

In chapter 2, the above-threshold $\alpha$-factor of the free-running QDash laser as a function of bias current was measured using the injection-locking technique. It was shown that the above threshold $\alpha$-factor increases from ~1.0 to 11 as the applied bias current is increased from its threshold value to about twice the threshold in the free-running QDash laser. In analyzing the below threshold ASE measurement results, it was found that the material $\alpha$-factor of the QDash laser fluctuates significantly with bias current. Based on the observation of large variations in both the above and below threshold $\alpha$-factor for this device, we can predict that under strong optical injection, QDash laser should exhibit even lower $\alpha$-factor values as a result of the threshold gain shift from its free-running value. In this study, the QDash device’s $\alpha$-factor is directly measured under optical injection as the injection power is varied using the FM/AM modulation technique and a high resolution optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).

3.3.1 Description of the FM/AM Modulation Technique

First demonstrated by Harder et. al in 1982, the FM/AM modulation method is an accurate measurement technique to evaluate the above-threshold $\alpha$-factor of single-mode semiconductor lasers [20]. This technique relies on the high-frequency small-signal modulation of the carrier density of the laser obtained by modulation of the bias current. Since the gain and refractive index are both carrier density dependent, modulation of carrier density will generate amplitude and frequency modulation in the output signal.
From the small-signal modulation analysis it was known that the ratio of the FM/AM modulation indices provides a direct measurement of the above threshold $\alpha$-factor \[20\].

Consider the electric field $E(t)$ as a sinusoidally modulated signal composed of a modulation frequency of $f_m$ and a lasing frequency of $f_0$ as follows \[20\]:

$$E(t) = E_0 \left[ 1 + \frac{m}{2} \cos(2\pi f_m t) \right] \cos[2\pi f_0 t + \beta \cos(2\pi f_m t)]$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

In (3.4), $m$ is the amplitude modulation index, and $\beta = \Delta f / f_m$ is the frequency modulation index (where $\Delta f$ is the maximum frequency deviation). Assuming a small-signal modulation scheme ($m \ll 1$), the spectral density of the field amplitude can be approximated for the center line $I_0$ (at $f_0$) and the first sidebands $I_1$ (at $f_0 \pm f_m$) as the following expressions \[28\]:

$$I_0 = \left[ J_0^2(\beta) + \left( \frac{m}{2} \right)^2 J_1^2(\beta) \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

$$I_1 = \left[ J_1^2(\beta) + \left( \frac{m}{4} (J_0(\beta) - J_2(\beta)) \right)^2 \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

where $J_n(\beta)$ are $n^{th}$ order Bessel functions. Using (3.5) and (3.6), the FM index $\beta$ can be numerically evaluated by measuring the relative sideband strength $I_1 / I_0$ from the spectral response of the laser. The AM index $m$, also known as the modulation depth, can be measured using direct optical signal detection from the ratio of the modulated signal over the carrier signal amplitudes. Under the direct modulation scheme described above, the relationship between $m$, $\beta$, and the $\alpha$-factor is described as an FM/AM response $2(\beta/m)$ as follows \[29\]:
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\[
\frac{2\beta}{m} = \alpha \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{f_m}{f_c} \right)^2 \right]^{\gamma/2} \tag{3.7}
\]

where \( f_c = (1/2 \pi) v_g (\partial g/\partial P) \) is the characteristic frequency related to the group velocity \( v_g \), the output power \( P \), and \( \partial g/\partial P = \varepsilon_p g/(1 + \varepsilon_p P) \) which represent the impact of nonlinear gain compression as a function of output power [30]. \( \varepsilon_p \) is the gain compression factor related to the output power. Note that the ratio of \( 2\beta/m \) in (3.7) is strongly dependant upon the modulation frequency \( f_m \) [30]. As the modulation frequency \( f_m \) increases, the FM/AM response decreases rapidly until it reaches an asymptote at \( f_m \gg f_c \), in which it then becomes proportional to the \( \alpha \)-factor value. Using this approximation and rearranging (3.7), the \( \alpha \)-factor can be determined by:

\[
\alpha = \frac{2\beta}{m} \tag{3.8}
\]

It is important to note that the above expression is only valid for small-signal modulation cases (\( m << 1 \)) and high modulation frequencies (\( f_m \gg f_c \)).

In a similar approach, a modified method was proposed by Zhang et. al, which uses a graphical solution to estimate the \( \alpha \)-factor [31]. In this method, \( I_0 \), along with the first \( I_1 \), and second \( I_2 \), modulation side bands are measured from the spectral response of the modulated signal. By varying the modulation depth, the ratios of \( \xi = I_1/I_0 \) and \( \varsigma = (I_1^2/I_0 I_2) \) are calculated and plotted on a contour diagram with the x- and y- axis being \( m \) and \( \beta \), respectively. As shown in Figure (3.4), the graphical solution is a straight line which intercepts the contour diagram origin. Using the expression (3.8) and at high modulation frequencies, the value of the \( \alpha \)-factor can be extracted from the slope of the...
The graphical solution is an easy method to estimate the $\alpha$-factor of the laser using the FM/AM indices but, there are some limitations associated with this technique. First, when measuring the second order sidebands, the modulation power should be large enough to ensure that the second sidebands are in the dynamic range of the OSA. Second, the accuracy of the measurement can be altered by unwanted second harmonic signals generated by the RF source at high modulation depths. The main problem with this method is the limited dynamic range of the graphical solutions. Moreover, this method cannot be implemented in the injection-locked QDash device in which the $\alpha$-factor is expected to significantly vary as a function of injection strength.

In this dissertation, the $\alpha$-factor of the QDash device under optical injection was directly evaluated using the direct measurement of $m$, and $\beta$. The modulation index $m$
was measured by direct detection using a photodiode and a sampling oscilloscope. The modulation index $\beta$ was measured using a high resolution OSA. The following section gives the description of the experimental setup used for this measurement.

### 3.3.2 FM/AM Measurements - Experimental Setup

Figure (3.5) shows the injection-locking setup for measuring the modulation response and $\alpha$-factor using the FM/AM modulation technique. The injection-locking part of the setup is similar to the one presented in chapter 2. The slave laser was DC biased slightly above threshold at 60mA and directly modulated. The modulated signal was provided by the HP 8722D network analyzer’s internal RF source where it was also
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Figure (3.5) Block diagram of the experimental setup used to characterize the modulation response and $\alpha$-factor of the injection-locked FP QDash using the FM/AM modulation technique (this schematic is not drawn to scale).
mixed with the DC current through an integrated bias-tee. An 18 GHz RF signal amplifier was connected to RF port 1 of the modulation setup to adjust the RF power as needed. To prevent the second harmonic generation by the RF source, a 20 GHz low-pass filter was used after the amplifier. Using a New Focus external tunable laser, the slave was then injection-locked for the zero-detuning case exactly at four different wavelengths as shown in Figure (3.6). In all of the injection-locking cases, the external power ratio, $R_{ext}$ (master to slave power ratio at the external slave facet), was varied between -3.8 dB to 9.3 dB using a C-band optical amplifier (EDFA) for the 1565.2 nm, 1550.1 nm and 1534.6 nm cases and an L-band amplifier for the 1579.9 nm case. A Santec tunable bandpass filter was placed after the EDFA to eliminate the excess noise coming out of the amplifier (the bandpass filter is omitted from the block diagram for clarity). Also, an in-
line polarization controller was used after the filter to maximize the injected power. The injection-locking setup was capable of a maximum amplified optical power of 27 mW which was limited by an overall 5 dB loss resulting from the polarization controller, bandpass filter and fiber connectors. The AM index $m$ was modified through the ratio of the ac and dc components of the detected modulated signal using an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA) and a 50 Ω terminator connected to a high-speed photodetector. While the external power ratio was varied, the AM index $m$ was kept constant at 6% for all injection-locking cases by adjusting the RF power output from the amplifier. The FM index $\beta$ was obtained by measuring the ratio of the first sidebands to the center carrier frequency amplitudes as a function of modulation frequency ($f_m=1$ GHz - 15 GHz) using an Agilent 83453B high resolution (1 MHz) spectrometer (HRS).

![Graph](image)

*Figure (3.7) Sample injection-locked QDash FM/AM response as a function of modulation frequency curve-fitted to (3.7) to characterize the $\alpha$-factor.*
Using the measured center and sideband amplitudes to calculate the relative sideband strength $I_1/I_0$, $\beta$ can be found as a function of frequency by plotting the left and right hand-side of (3.5) and (3.6) from the intercept between the two graphs. Since the FM/AM response $2\beta/m$ has strong frequency dependence, the actual value of the $\alpha$-factor for each case was found by curve-fitting the measured $2\beta/m$ response as a function of modulation frequency using (3.7) as illustrated in Figure (3.7).

3.3.3 FM/AM Measurements - Experimental Results

Figure (3.8) gives the measured FM/AM modulation values of the $\alpha$-factor as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$ for zero-detuning cases at 1579.9 nm, 1565.2 nm, 1550.1 nm, and 1534.6-nm.
nm. Measured results for all zero-detuning cases indicate that $\alpha$-factor decreases significantly as $R_{\text{ext}}$ increases, which is due to the decreasing carrier density caused by the injection-induced threshold shift and the associated red shift of the gain peak. As also predicted by theory and expected from the experimentally measured material $\alpha$-factor, strong optical injection-locking at lower wavelengths from the gain peak resulted in lower $\alpha$-factor for the QDash slave laser. The lowest $\alpha$-factors were generally very close to zero and obtained for the 1534.6 nm zero-detuning case from $R_{\text{ext}}=7.8$ to 9.3 dB. To the best of our knowledge this is the lowest $\alpha$-factor ever reported for an InP based QDash laser.

3.4 Extracting the $\alpha$-factor and Threshold Gain Shift using the Zero-Detuning Modulation Response Data

For comparison and also to confirm the accuracy of the measured $\alpha$-factor values, the experimental modulation response data at each zero-detuning case was used to extract the relevant operating parameters of the system as described in chapter 2. Since the FM/AM method used here only measures positive values, the $\alpha$-factor sign can also be identified by the extracted values from the simulations. The FM/AM measured $\alpha$-factor values are then compared with the extracted values and the results are correlated with the threshold gain shift caused by optical injection. As described in the previous chapter for zero-detuning case, the injection-locking modulation response function can be simplified through reduced expressions for the steady-state phase offset as $\phi = -\tan^{-1}(\alpha)$, the zero of the function, $Z = -(\eta_\nu/R_F)[1+\alpha^2]^{1/2}$ and the threshold gain shift, $\gamma_\nu = (2\eta_\nu/R_F)[1+\alpha^2]^{1/2}$. 
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Using these simplified equations to fit measured response data, the number of fitting parameters is reduced using known free-running terms and by applying proper constraints on $R_{FE}$, and $\gamma_0$. The maximum injection strength, $\eta_0$, is separately calculated using (2.36) and was tightly constrained during the curve-fitting. By solving a quadratic expression arising from the steady-state slave field equation given in (2.27) and the simplified expression for $\gamma_0$ at zero-detuning, one can generate an initial guess value for $R_{FE}$ using the resulting quadratic equation in $R_{FE}^2$:

$$R_{FE}^2 - \left[ \frac{1}{\gamma_p} \left( \frac{2\eta_0}{\sqrt{1+\alpha^2}} \right) + 1 \right] R_{FE}^2 - \left( \frac{\gamma_N}{\alpha^2} \left( \frac{2\eta_0}{\sqrt{1+\alpha^2}} \right) \right) = 0 \quad (3.9)$$

Using the measured FM/AM values, the $\alpha$-factor was allowed to fluctuate between

![Figure (3.9) Free-running and injection-locked modulation responses at zero-detuning as a function of $R_{ext}$. The zero-detuning response data corresponds to the optical injection locking near the gain peak wavelength at 1565.2 nm. The experimental response data is curve-fitted using the simplified modulation response function.](image-url)
a reasonable positive and negative range. Both the $\alpha$-factor and $\gamma_p$ were directly extracted using the modulation response function presented in (2.31). Figure (3.9) shows the normalized zero-detuning modulation response data at zero-detuning and near the gain peak wavelength at 1565.2 nm for various values of $R_{\text{ext}}$. The response data at this zero-detuning case shows that as the injection strength increases, the 3-dB modulation bandwidth improves as a result of an enhanced resonance frequency until the response curve drops below the 3-dB line at $R_{\text{ext}}=7.1$ dB where the damping effect is more dominant. The maximum 3-dB bandwidth at $R_{\text{ext}}=6.3$ dB is about 18 GHz, which corresponds to a 4X improvement compared to the free-running case. The curve-fits of the modulation response data in Figure (3.9) give an $\alpha$-factor value and the related threshold gain shift as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$. For comparison, the extracted and measured $\alpha$-factor values along with the corresponding threshold gain shifts in GHz are plotted as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$ in Figure (3.10). The extracted values of the $\alpha$-factor at zero-detuning near the gain peak are in good agreement with the FM/AM technique measured values. As described earlier, the maximum possible threshold gain shift is the cavity photon decay rate, $\gamma_p$, which is approximately 312 GHz for the QDash laser under investigation. As indicated in Figure (3.10), the extracted values for the threshold gain shift show a significant increase with $R_{\text{ext}}$. The highest threshold gain shift for the zero-detuning case near the gain peak is about 198 GHz which is about 63% of the maximum possible value.

Using a similar approach, the zero-detuning modulation responses at 1579.9 nm, 1550.1 nm and 1534.6 nm are curve-fitted and the extracted results are compared in Figures (3.11) through (3.13) with the $\alpha$-factor values measured by the FM/AM technique. The operating parameters extracted through least-squares-fitting data collected
Figure (3.10) Comparison between measured and extracted $\alpha$-factor and extracted threshold gain shift at zero-detuning cases as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$. The measured and extracted values correspond to the injection-locking case near the gain peak wavelength at 1565.2 nm.

for each case are presented in Table (3.1)-(3.3). Sample zero-detuning modulation responses and corresponding curve-fitting results at these wavelengths are also shown in Figures (3.11)-(3.13). The modulation responses at 1579.9 nm shown in Figure (3.11a) indicate strong damping effects with increased $R_{\text{ext}}$ compared to the zero-detuning responses near the gain peak wavelength at 1565.2 nm. The increased damping effect observed in the modulation responses at longer wavelengths from the gain peak is due to the non-linear gain compression scaling with the slave field enhancement as the injection strength is increased. As a consequence of this damping effect, the maximum 3-dB bandwidth is limited to only 8 GHz at $R_{\text{ext}}=-0.6$ dB. The zero-detuning modulation
Figure (3.11a) Free-running and injection-locked modulation responses at zero-detuning as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$ for the mode at 1579.9 nm. The experimental response data are curve-fitted using a simplified modulation response function.

Figure (3.11b) Comparison between measured and extracted $\alpha$-factor and extracted threshold gain shift at zero-detuning cases as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$. The measured and extracted values correspond to the injection-locking case at 1579.9 nm.
Figure (3.12a) Free-running and injection-locked modulation responses at zero-detuning as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$ for the mode at 1550.1 nm. The experimental response data are curve-fitted using a simplified modulation response function.

Figure (3.12b) Comparison between measured and extracted $\alpha$-factor and extracted threshold gain shift at zero-detuning cases as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$. The measured and extracted values correspond to the injection-locking case at 1550.1 nm.
Figure (3.13a) Free-running and injection-locked modulation responses at zero-detuning as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$ for the mode at 1534.6 nm. The experimental response data are curve-fitted using a simplified modulation response function.

Figure (3.13b) Comparison between measured and extracted $\alpha$-factor and extracted threshold gain shift at zero-detuning cases as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$. The measured and extracted values correspond to the injection-locking case at 1534.6 nm.
TABLE (3.1)
Extracted injection-locking operating parameters at 1579.9 nm obtained from the least-squares-fit of experimental data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_{cv}$ (dB)</th>
<th>$\eta_0$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$R_{FE}$</th>
<th>$\gamma_{th}$ (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>71.4 ±2</td>
<td>5.1 ±0.09</td>
<td>1.27 ±2×10^{-5}</td>
<td>19.3 ±4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>146.8 ±4.6</td>
<td>3.6 ±0.4</td>
<td>1.48 ±3×10^{-4}</td>
<td>50.6 ±6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>230 ±5.7</td>
<td>2.28 ±0.7</td>
<td>2.01 ±1×10^{-3}</td>
<td>79 ±9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE (3.2)
Extracted injection-locking operating parameters at 1550.1 nm obtained from the least-squares-fit of experimental data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_{cv}$ (dB)</th>
<th>$\eta_0$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$R_{FE}$</th>
<th>$\gamma_{th}$ (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>51.1 ±2.7</td>
<td>4 ±0.06</td>
<td>1.15 ±2×10^{-4}</td>
<td>21.5 ±0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>147.3 ±5</td>
<td>2.53 ±0.3</td>
<td>1.63 ±1×10^{-4}</td>
<td>77.8 ±3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>228.9 ±9.2</td>
<td>0.4 ±0.5</td>
<td>1.93 ±3×10^{-2}</td>
<td>198.2 ±18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE (3.3)
Extracted injection-locking operating parameters at 1534.6 nm obtained from the least-squares-fit of experimental data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_{cv}$ (dB)</th>
<th>$\eta_0$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$R_{FE}$</th>
<th>$\gamma_{th}$ (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>96.2 ±0.8</td>
<td>1.32 ±0.3</td>
<td>1.32 ±5×10^{-3}</td>
<td>84.8 ±2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>145.6 ±2.4</td>
<td>1.25 ±0.5</td>
<td>1.62 ±7×10^{-3}</td>
<td>99 ±7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>229 ±7.1</td>
<td>0.001 ±0.8</td>
<td>2.16 ±2×10^{-1}</td>
<td>212.7 ±10.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure (3.14) Calculated threshold gain shift for zero-detuning cases (as a function of $R_{\text{ext}}$) at 1579.9 nm, 1565.2 nm, 1550.1 nm, and 1534.6 nm.

responses shown in Figures (3.12a) and (3.13a) for 1550.1 nm and 1534.6 nm cases are relatively less damped compared to the previous case and have maximum 3-dB bandwidths of 13.3 GHz and 16.3 GHz respectively. Most notably, these values are only slightly lower than the maximum 3-dB bandwidth of the zero-detuning responses near the gain peak wavelength at 1565.2 nm. For the zero-detuning case at 1534.6 nm, the combination of a zero alpha-factor and the near flat modulation response shown in Figure (3.13a) for $R_{\text{ext}} = 9.3$ dB is close to ideal for an optical transmitter. This result is a first of its kind!

Some general comments can be made upon analyzing the $\alpha$-factor values extracted from each case and using the modulation response function described in chapter
2. Considering the simplified modulation response function and associated parametric terms \( A \) and \( B \) at zero-detuning, the relationship between the phase, \( \alpha \)-factor, and \( R_{FE} \) modifies the interaction between the injection strength, damping rate, and resonance frequency. As the \( \alpha \)-factor is decreased, the damping rate driven by the \( A \) term increases at a faster rate than the enhanced resonance frequency expressed by the \( B \) term, resulting in a damped response at higher injection strengths as observed in Figures (3.12a) and (3.13a). Going back to the zero-detuning responses at 1579.9 nm, the \( \alpha \)-factor is larger at this case which causes \( R_{FE} \) to scale much faster with injection strength. Another trend to notice for this case is that the \( A \), and \( B \) terms are more sensitive to \( R_{FE} \) rather than the \( \alpha \)-factor. Thus as the injection strength is increased, the \( A \) term increases and the \( B \) term decrease with \( R_{FE}^2 \) which lead to the heavily damped responses shown in Figure (3.11a).

As previously described in detail, the extracted \( \alpha \)-factor and corresponding threshold gain shift values as a function of \( R_{ext} \) for different zero-detuning cases at 1579.9 nm, 1550.1 nm and 1534.6 nm are shown in Figures (3.11b)-(3.13b). The extracted \( \alpha \)-factor values for these cases are within reasonable experimental error range which verifies the validity of the measured values using the FM/AM technique. The extracted values for the threshold gain shift in Figures (3.11b)-(3.13b) show a significant increase with \( R_{ext} \) for each wavelength. For a better side-by-side comparison, the corresponding threshold gain shift values are separately plotted as a function of \( R_{ext} \) in Figure (3.14). In this figure, the extracted threshold gain shift values are normalized to the group velocity as \( \gamma_0/v_g \) to express the gain shift in cm\(^{-1}\). The results shown in Figure (3.14) verify that the overall threshold gain shift is larger for injection-locking cases at 1550.1 nm and 1534.6 nm compared to the case at 1565.2 nm which explains, in part, the lower \( \alpha \)-factor.
values at lower wavelengths from the gain peak. From the curve-fitting results an $\alpha$-factor of 0.001 (or 0.0 within the curve-fitting error range) was extracted for the zero-detuning case at 1534.6 nm and $R_{\text{ex}}=9.3$ dB. The largest threshold gain shift for the zero-detuning case at 1534.6 nm is about 24.6 cm$^{-1}$ which is about 68% of the maximum possible value and 5% more than that of the zero-detuning case at the gain peak. The maximum threshold gain shift for this case is equivalent to a reduced threshold current density of 1458 A/cm$^2$ from its free-running value. The extracted value for maximum threshold gain shift at 1550.1 nm case is about 64% of the maximum possible value which is only 1% higher than the shift at the gain peak. The largest gain shift at 1579.9 nm case is about 25% of the maximum possible value and 38% lower than the peak gain which explains the larger $\alpha$-factor values found for this case.

To conclude, the QDash slave laser $\alpha$-factor at zero-detuning and under strong optical injection was measured using the FM/AM technique. Using a small-signal response function describing the modulation characteristics of an injection-locked system under zero-detuning, the $\alpha$-factor and threshold gain shift were extracted from measured microwave data as a comparison. The results verify that the QDash slave laser’s $\alpha$-factor can be manipulated through the threshold gain shift as a result of strong optical injection. As a result of this manipulation, an $\alpha$-factor of 0.001 (± 0.8) was obtained via simulation and an $\alpha$-factor of 0.0 (± 0.25) was obtained experimentally.
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Chapter 4

Two-Color Multi-Section Quantum Dot Distributed Feedback Laser

4.1 Introduction

Previous chapters studied the external control of the multi-mode nanostructure QD and QDash Fabry-Perot (FP) lasers by optical injection-locking as potential candidates for a wide variety of applications such as a chirp-free and high-speed optical communication system. After the successful demonstration of QD lasers in 1993 [1, 2], many unique dynamic properties of these nanostructures have been verified on actual laser devices including DFB lasers [3]. These properties were summarized in chapter 1 and the impact of external control techniques on the overall performance of nanostructure lasers was discussed. Among the interesting properties of QD and QDash lasers is the large inhomogeneous broadening of the gain spectrum as a result of size dispersion in dots which is usually considered as an important figure of merit in high-speed performance of such lasers. This chapter is focused on manipulating the spectral properties of a multi-section QD DFB laser by actually taking advantage of this usually undesired characteristic of QDs and combining it with the external control techniques of asymmetric pumping and optical feedback in order to generate simultaneous two-color emission in a single device.
4.2 Motivation for the Two-Color Multi-Section Laser

Terahertz (THz) technology has a wide variety of applications in fields as diverse as next generation computing and communications technologies, medical and pharmaceutical fields as well as basic material science and homeland security [4]-[8]. Recently, significant progress has been made in the field of THz source generation, which has created engineering opportunities that exploit this new technology [9]. Specifically, there has been interest in the development of THz optoelectronic sources since their electronic addressability and tunability would make them easier to operate [10]. For this particular source, two coherently interfering optical modes are typically generated by two single-mode lasers, and the light is absorbed in an ultrafast photoconductive semiconductor [11]-[13]. This process creates time varying electron and hole densities that, under the influence of an applied electric field, are accelerated and generate a THz wave that is equal to the difference frequency between the two optical modes [14]. Among other uses, such THz signals can be coupled to a radiating antenna for transmission [15], and the frequency of the THz signal can be changed by varying the wavelengths of the optical modes. In order to tune and stabilize the frequency output of the semiconductor lasers, an external cavity is commonly used that requires a relatively bulky opto-mechanical design. Thus, it is highly desirable to develop a THz signal source that is more compact and inexpensive to fabricate. One possible approach is to use a dual-mode semiconductor laser that features a device with two longitudinal modes simultaneously emitting at two different frequencies from a single or combined laser cavity [16]. The use of the dual-mode laser has the advantage of being free of optical alignment issues since there is no need to align two laser beams, which is critical for
photomixing efficiency. Several optical cavity approaches have been studied that achieve simultaneous two-color generation from a compact, monolithic system [17]-[20]. The dual-mode laser source for THz generation has been previously studied in bulk and quantum well (QW) semiconductor lasers [18]-[21], but very little is known about the behavior of QD active regions in these types of devices.

Compared to QW and bulk materials, nanostructures such as quantum dots (QDs) are known to have superior characteristics due to their ultrafast carrier dynamics, ultralow threshold current density, reduced linewidth enhancement factor, and improved temperature characteristics [22]-[25]. Simultaneous ground state (GS) and excited state (ES) with multi-mode emissions have been previously observed in QD material when increasing the bias current well above the threshold [26, 27]. The technical approach described in this chapter simultaneously addresses the need for compact size, low fabrication cost, and high performance by concurrently generating two single-mode emission peaks—one line from the GS and the other from the ES of the laser device. The laser source used in this investigation is a two-section Laterally Loss-Coupled (LLC) Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser in which the Bragg grating is coupled only to the QD ES. Two-color operation is realized through simultaneous GS emission that is uncoupled to the Bragg grating due to inhomogeneous broadening in the QD active medium.

In order to accurately characterize the performance of the DFB device under investigation, the values of the index and gain coupling coefficients are calculated by using the numerical least-squares-fitting of the sub-threshold spectra. The two-color emission is then demonstrated in the DFB device by using either 1) an asymmetric bias configuration or 2) an external optical feedback stabilization under uniform pumping
conditions. Finally, it is suggested that the combination of both techniques while taking the advantage of unique characteristics of the QD gain media can further optimize the performance of the two-section QD DFB laser as a continuous-wave (CW) THz source by purifying and stabilizing the two-color operation in a well controlled manner.

4.3 DFB Device Structure, Fabrication and Characterization

In both index-guided and gain-guided DFB devices the grating structure is incorporated into the laser waveguide such that the emission wavelength is determined by the effective refractive index of the active material and the grating pitch size. These two DFB structures require at least two growth steps that often are complicated and have very low yield. In the LLC-DFB processing technique, a metal grating is patterned lateral to a narrow ridge-waveguide (RWG) that couples to the evanescent part of the guided mode. It is important to note that the LLC–DFB device structure has the advantages of a gain-coupled device without requiring re-growth, which makes this approach applicable to all material systems. In 1999, Kamp et. al, developed a complex LLC-DFB laser emitting at 980 nm based on a single layer of InGaAs/GaAs QD [28]. A threshold current of 14 mA, and a side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of > 50 dB was obtained in these devices [28]. Previous studies reported only a small penalty in threshold current and efficiency due to the metal absorption in the DFB lasers fabricated by this method [29]. The resulting gain coupling coefficients in these DFB devices were estimated to be around 5-20 cm\(^{-1}\) which was found to be sufficient for a stable single-mode operation [28]. The LLC-DFB devices studied in this dissertation were fabricated by using similar processing techniques. The QD laser material (wafer# ZLG-560) was grown and provided by Zia
Laser, Inc. The QD LLC-DFB device processing steps are presented in the following section.

4.3.1 InAs/InGaAs QD Structure and Fabrication

The epitaxial structure and two-section waveguide design are schematically shown in Figure (4.1a). The InAs/InGaAs dots-in-a-well (D WELL) laser structure was grown by elemental source molecular beam epitaxy on a (001) n⁺-GaAs substrate. The active region consists of six stacks of InAs QDs embedded in In₀.₁₅Ga₀.₈₅As QWs each separated by undoped GaAs barrier layers. The upper and lower cladding layers were 1.30 µm thick Al₀.₆₆Ga₀.₃₄As. Before starting the fabrication, the grown laser structures were first characterized by making broad area lasers in order to evaluate the laser material performance as well as peak gain wavelength which was later used to calculate the grating pitch size. Room temperature photoluminescence (PL) measurements show that the QD material has a nominal GS lasing around 1240 nm.

The flow chart of the LLC DFB processing procedure for the two-section DFB laser is shown in Figure (4.1b). The device fabrication starts with formation of 3-4 µm wide ridge-waveguides defined by standard contact photolithography and etched by the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching technique. The ridges were etched down to a distance of 150-200 nm above the cladding/core waveguide boundary. Exact control of the etch depth is critical, since the coupling strongly depends on the distance between the core and the grating. Usually higher etch depths provide better wavelength control but at the same time it increases the threshold of the device due to the presence of the metal grating and its loss at infrared wavelengths.
Figure (4.1a) Oblique schematic view of the epitaxial layers and two-section cavity structure of the InAs QD LLC-DFB laser. (b) Oblique SEM image of the 100 nm wide chromium grating lines adjacent to the ridge waveguide processed by electron-beam lithography and metal evaporation.

Figure (4.1b) The flow chart of the processing procedure for a two-section LLC DFB laser.
As illustrated in Figure (4.1b), the two-section LLC-DFB laser bars were fabricated by patterning 100 nm wide lateral absorptive chromium grating lines adjacent to 3 µm wide ridges using 200 nm thick 495C3 PMMA (Poly Methyl Methacrylate) resist and a JEOL JBX-6300FS electron beam lithography system followed by metal evaporation and liftoff. The first order metal gratings constructed of 25-35 nm thick Cr lines have average pitch sizes of around 190 nm with 50% duty cycle. After surface planarization using benzocyclobutene (BCB), the Ti/Pt/Au layers were deposited to form the p-metal contact. The electrical isolation between the two 500-µm long sections was provided by proton implantation with an isolation resistance of >10 MΩ. Finally, the substrate was lapped and polished, and a Ge/Au/Ni/Au n-metal contact layer was deposited and annealed at ~380 °C. The two-section QD DFB laser was cleaved at both facets and has a total cavity length of 1 mm.

4.3.2 LLC-DFB Device Light-Current Characteristics

Figure (4.2a) represents the light-current characteristic, L(I), measured under uniform pumping and at room temperature. When the two laser sections are uniformly biased, the QD ES begins lasing with a threshold current density of ~3000 A/cm², and the device has single-mode emission at 1193 nm with a strong SMSR > 40 dB as illustrated in Figure (4.2a). The slope efficiency reported here is 0.12 mW/mA and values as high as 0.24 mW/mA have been reported for LLC-DFB lasers [3]. Asymmetric HR/HR coating of the laser facets while maintaining the DFB operation can significantly improve the power performance of the device. Although there is no obvious stop band observed in the spectra, the side-modes around 1 nm away from the lasing mode might be due to the
Figure (4.2)(a) Room temperature Light-Current characteristics of the two-section QD DFB laser. The inset figure shows the optical spectrum of the solitary laser at 110 mA with a side-mode suppression ratio of > 40 dB. (b) Broad optical spectrum of the two-section DFB laser at 110 mA indicating the existence of the ES and GS peaks under uniform pumping conditions.
residual index coupling of the Chromium metal grating. Figure (4.2b), which is the above threshold and wide-span spectra under uniform pumping condition of 90 mA, illustrates the strongly-coupled ES emission peak about 40 nm apart and 30 dB above the broad Fabry-Perot (FP) GS peak.

The temperature shift of the DFB mode was measured to be around 0.1 nm/°C, which agrees with the wavelength shift rate reported for the thermal effect on the refractive index in GaAs based materials [30]. The QD gain peak was found to shift at a rate of ~0.16 nm/°C, which indicates that QD DFB devices have a wider range of temperature tuning compared to QWs [31]. The detailed study of the temperature performance of the QD material used in this work can be found in [30].

4.3.3 Evaluation of the Coupling Coefficient in the LLC-DFB Laser

The $\kappa$-value, or the coupling coefficient, is an important design parameter in evaluating the performance of any type of DFB laser. The complex coupling coefficient is described by:

$$\kappa = \kappa_{\text{index}} + i\kappa_{\text{gain}} = \tilde{\kappa}e^{i\theta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $\kappa_{\text{index}}$ and $\kappa_{\text{gain}}$ are the index coupling and gain coupling coefficients, respectively. The mixture of index and gain coupling is described by the phase, $\theta$, at a given coupling strength, $\tilde{\kappa}L$ (where $L$ is the cavity length). Besides the evaluation of the coupling coefficient, the spatial phase of the grating at the front and back facets should also be determined since they affect the laser performance. The previous methods used for calculating the coupling coefficient in conventional DFB structures with embedded gratings involve approximations which are no longer valid in RWG LLC-DFB structures.
and the few available methods for gain-coupled DFB lasers are very complicated [32]. Therefore, in this work an improved computer-based program called LAPAREX (Laser Parameter Extraction) developed by T. Nakura et. al. at the University of Tokyo was used to predict the \( \kappa \)-value of the device under investigation [33]. This program enables a predictive calculation of the coupling coefficient for both the gain and index-coupled DFB structures through numerical least-squares-fitting of the measured sub-threshold spectrum with a theoretical sub-threshold fitting algorithm derived from static coupled-mode equations [33]. The fitting function consists of 13 fitting parameters, three of which need to be separately determined and kept constant during the curve fitting. The fixed parameters are known from the device geometry and DFB design parameters, including the cavity length, \( L \), grating period, \( \Lambda \), and front and back facet reflectivities, \( R_f \) and \( R_b \), respectively. The freely varying fitting parameters reduce to \( \kappa_{\text{index}} \) and \( \kappa_{\text{gain}} \), front (\( \theta_f \)) and back (\( \theta_b \)) facet phases, the net peak gain (\( g \)), the effective refractive index (\( n_{\text{eff}} \)), and the index dispersion (\( dn/d\lambda \)) that can be separately extracted. The least-squares fitting algorithm starts with determining the initial guess values for freely varying fitting parameters from known device parameters such as cavity length, grating period, and facet reflectivities as described in [33]. The initial guess values are very important since they can be compared to the final extracted values to determine the reliability of curve-fitting results.

Sub-threshold spectra measured from a 1-mm long two-section QD LLC-DFB device uniformly biased at 60 mA and 70 mA along with the curve fitting results are shown in Figure (4.3) and Figure (4.4). The DFB device has a first-order grating, a cavity length of \( L = 1 \) mm, a grating period of \( \Lambda = 190 \) nm, and front and back facet reflectivities
Figure (4.3) Sub-threshold spectra of the two-section LLC DFB laser biased uniformly at 60 mA.

Figure (4.4) Sub-threshold spectra of the two-section LLC DFB laser biased uniformly at 70 mA.
of $R_f = R_b = 32\%$. These parameters were kept constant during the curve-fitting. Extracted values for the front and back facet phases, the effective refractive index at the Bragg wavelength, the net peak gain, and the wavelength dispersion of the refractive index at a 70 mA uniform bias current were found to be $\theta_f = -109^\circ$ and $\theta_b = 107^\circ$, $n_{\text{eff}} = 3.25$, $g = 1.35 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, and $dn/d\lambda = -0.23 \text{ m}^{-1}$, respectively. The error analyses for the coupling coefficient values are evaluated based on a one standard deviation confidence interval and are observed to be less than 10% of the extracted values.

Least-squares-fitting of the sub-threshold spectra at different uniform bias currents ranging from 60 mA to 70 mA predict a gain coupling coefficient value of $\kappa_{\text{gain}} = -5.2$ to $-3.2 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, respectively, as shown in Figure (4.5). The negative sign confirms the anti-phase complex coupling condition as indicated in extracted values for facet phases. The results shown in Figure (4.5) for the extracted gain coupling coefficient indicate that the magnitude of $\kappa_{\text{gain}}$ reduces with increased bias current which is due to the saturation of the Cr grating absorption coefficient at higher photon densities [33].

Extracted values of the index coupling coefficient shown in Figure (4.6), indicate that this parameter remains relatively unchanged at $\kappa_{\text{index}} = 11.5$ to $12.3 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ as the bias current is increased. This is probably due to the fact that since the absorptive grating material has a relatively high refractive index, increased photon absorption has a negligible impact on the refractive index of the grating material in the two-section QD DFB.
Figure (4.5) Extracted values of the gain coupling coefficient for the LLC DFB laser as a function of uniform bias current ranges from 60 mA -70mA.

Figure (4.6) Extracted values of the gain coupling coefficient for the LLC DFB laser as a function of uniform bias current ranges from 60 mA -70mA.
4.4 Generation of Two-Color Emission through Asymmetric Pumping

Figure (4.7) illustrates the optical spectrum of the two-section DFB under uniform and asymmetric bias conditions. It is shown that under asymmetric pumping conditions, where the two sections were biased at 40 mA and 60 mA, respectively, the powers between the GS and ES modes can be equalized. This phenomenon is mainly attributed to the unique carrier dynamics of the QD active gain medium that provides an ES emission close to the GS level. In addition, the inhomogeneous broadening provided by the QD media is crucial towards achieving the two-color emission in a controllable manner.

As opposed to thin-film QW materials, which are homogeneously broadened, the QD media has a wide spectral bandwidth as a result of an inhomogeneously broadened gain in these materials due to QD size dispersion [34]. Although the variation in dot size is normally an unwanted reality, such broadening, which is significant in QD-based materials, can be leveraged to our benefit and allows for GS excitation. When the two sections are biased asymmetrically, the non-uniform distribution of the carriers shifts the refractive index in the active medium which accordingly alters the contribution of the loss/gain mechanism to the ES level provided by the distributed Bragg reflectors. This result also indicates that the total carrier density is not clamped above the threshold, which again can be explained by inhomogeneity of the gain broadening in QDs [26]. Therefore, the excitation of the GS can be realized by enforcing the non-uniform distribution of carriers and simultaneously taking advantage of the inhomogeneous gain broadening in QD active media. As a result, a two-color laser with, in this case, an 8 THz difference frequency is realized by combining the benefits of a stable ES-coupled emission peak originating from the distributed Bragg reflector mechanism, the
inhomogeneous broadening provided by the QD media, and the asymmetric pumping configuration of the two-section laser diode.

It is important to note that depending on the significance of the inhomogeneous broadening in the nanostructure material under consideration, the frequency difference between the two laser modes can be further tuned to the desired value. For instance, the inhomogeneous broadening in the InAs/GaAs QD laser systems is typically around 40 meV to 50 meV, yet for InAs/InP QD based material it can be as large as 70 meV at room temperature [35]. As a result, a smaller energy separation of ~30 meV between the GS and the ES emissions and consequently smaller difference frequency can be obtained in the InAs/InP material system as opposed to the InAs/GaAs QD materials which have a

Figure (4.7) Wide-span spectra of the QD DFB laser under uniform and asymmetric bias conditions. Under asymmetric pumping, the SMSR for the GS emission is 14 dB.
larger GS and ES energy separation of \(\sim 70\) meV. Therefore when choosing the appropriate material system for the THz generation source, the magnitude of the inhomogeneous broadening which is a unique signature of the nanostructures can be further taken into the account as an alternative design consideration.
4.5 Generation of Two-Color Emission through Applying External Optical Feedback

Remarkably, it was demonstrated that under uniform bias condition, the external optical feedback can trigger the GS emission while the excited state remains unchanged. Figure (4.8) shows the optical spectra measured at 110 mA under uniform pumping in the presence of external optical feedback. The experimental setup used to provide optical feedback to the laser was based on a four-port Polarization-Maintained (PM), 50/50 fiber coupler as schematically illustrated in Figure (4.9). The DFB laser output light was injected into port 1 of the coupler using a PM lensed fiber. The optical feedback was created by an external cavity through a high-reflectivity coated fiber connected to port 2 of the coupler. The applied external feedback level was controlled via a fiber-based variable optical attenuator (VOA) and its value was determined by measuring the output power at port 4. The impact of the external optical feedback on the above threshold spectra was analyzed at port 3 of the fiber coupler via an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with a frequency resolution of 2.1 GHz. An optical polarization controller (PC) unit was used to adjust the external feedback beam polarization to be identical to that of the emitted light to maximize the feedback effects. In order to enforce the mode stability, the two-section DFB device was epoxy-mounted on a heat sink and the temperature was maintained at 20 °C. The coupling loss was calculated to be about 4 dB and was carefully monitored and kept constant throughout the entire measurement. Figure (4.8) shows that as the feedback level is increased from the lowest value (-50 dB) to the highest (-25 dB), the GS FP emission is enhanced and narrowed. Most notably, optical feedback does not affect the ES DFB emission peak located at 1193 nm. The lasing peak is similar to the
Figure (4.8) Broad optical spectra at uniform bias of 110 mA under free-running (no feedback) and external optical feedback level ranges from -50 dB to -25 dB.

Figure (4.9) Schematic diagram of the experimental optical feedback setup.
solitary laser and remains stable even under the strongest feedback level. This robustness of the ES emission is attributed to the existence of a larger photon density in the cavity provided by the ES coupling through the absorptive metal grating. Similar to the case of asymmetric bias configuration in the two-section QD DFB, the inhomogeneous broadening provided by the QD media helps to reach the two-color emission. Such a broadening when properly combined with external optical feedback permits the excitation and narrowing of the GS emission.

It is important to note that no significant evidence of linewidth broadening or coherence collapse was observed in the ES mode over the entire range of applied feedback levels. This finding confirms that the ES emission on the QD DFB is less sensitive to external reflections as was recently demonstrated in similar QD material system [36]. Such a solid feedback resistivity might be due to the smaller value of the linewidth enhancement factor in the ES emission which is expected to assist in improving the laser’s stability under the influence of external optical feedback [37, 38].
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Research

5.1 Summary and Conclusion

This dissertation studied the impacts of external control techniques of optical injection-locking, optical feedback, and asymmetric pumping on the performance of nanostructure QD and QDash lasers. Explicitly this study focused on optimizing the solitary laser’s intrinsic parameters through externally controlled perturbations. Consequently the overall impacts of this optimization on the dynamical performance of a laser system’s direct modulation and spectral characteristics are investigated for different nanostructure structures.

First, external control via optical injection is investigated by primarily focusing on modeling the injection-locked behavior of a nanostructure laser system under direct modulation. Knowing the key operating parameters of the injection-locked system gives a better understanding of the underlying physics and can be further used to optimize the high-speed modulation performance of such a coupled system. Using a small-signal analysis of three coupled rate equations describing an injection-locked system, a novel modulation response function is demonstrated which successfully models the key operating parameters of the system [1]. It is shown that the model implicitly incorporates nonlinear gain through the relaxation oscillation frequency and damping rate of the free-running slave laser. The impact of gain compression is evaluated for the slave device by
examining the variation of the square of the relaxation oscillation frequency as a function of output power. The presented model can be used to confidently extract microwave characteristics and operating parameters of the injection-locked system by reducing the number of fitting parameters and providing acceptable physical constraints to the remaining fitting terms. This eliminates the reliance on curve-fitting schemes to fully calculate all of the operating parameters and leads to more accurate extracted parameters.

Using this model, the characteristic parameters of an injection-locked system were extracted for a QDash FP slave laser from experimentally collected response data for varied levels of frequency detuning. Under the zero-detuning condition, a three-fold improvement in 3-dB modulation bandwidth compared to the free-running case was observed for the QDash laser under investigation. The validity of the model was examined based on the extracted value’s correlation with theoretically expected values. The extracted parameters included the maximum injection ratio, linewidth enhancement factor, and threshold gain shift. As opposed to previous work which primarily focuses on analyzing experimental data in the spectral domain [2]-[5], this model demonstrates that reliable curve-fitting results can be generated when operating in the microwave domain. In addition, the model not only showed how the linewidth enhancement factor, damping rate, and free-running oscillation impacted the observed pre-resonance dip at the positive frequency detuning edge, but indicated how the dip can be virtually eliminated in a QDash FP laser by either increasing the slave bias current or reducing the device temperature [1], [6]. More specifically, eliminating the pre-resonance dip by manipulating the linewidth enhancement factor is found to further enhance the 3-dB modulation bandwidth up to 4X compared to the free-running case. Thus, the injection-
locked QDash laser system can be controlled such that it is suitable for large bandwidth applications.

Next, the high-speed modulation characteristics of an injection-locked QD FP laser under strong injection are investigated experimentally with a focus on optimizing the broadband modulation responses and enhancing the 3-dB modulation bandwidth [7]. It is found that the QD FP device has a unique modulation response that is characterized by a rapid low frequency rise along with a slightly slower parasitic decay rate (compared to the free-running response) that enhances the 3-dB bandwidth of the coupled system up to 8X compared to the free-running case at the expense of losing modulation efficiency of about 20 dB at low frequencies. Similarly, using the predictive modulation response function, the key operating parameters of the QD device under strong injection were directly extracted by performing a least squares fit of the experimental data. The extracted values were found to be in a good agreement with theory which proved that the response model is a reliable method to extract the key operating parameters of the observed unique response in the microwave domain. Comparing the extracted values of linewidth enhancement factor under strong injection-locking to the measured free-running value, a significant decrease from 2 to -0.16 is identified; this finding indicates that the QD FP laser’s linewidth enhancement factor can be manipulated by optical injection to near zero or even negative values. The unique broadband responses, along with their associated small linewidth enhancement factor observed in this work show that the injection-locked QD FP lasers has the potential to be optimized as an integrated high-speed photonic transmitter to be used in future high performance RF optical links.
As a companion study, the manipulation of the linewidth enhancement factor of an injection-locked QDash laser system at zero-detuning and under strong optical injection was also investigated [8]. Using the amplified spontaneous emission technique, the QDash material properties, including the net modal gain profile and below threshold linewidth enhancement factor, are separately measured as a function of wavelength and current density. From the slave laser’s measured net modal gain profile, an optimum free-running operating point is identified at which the linewidth enhancement factor is expected to be manipulated to the lowest possible values using strong optical injection. The injection-locked QDash laser’s above threshold linewidth enhancement factor was directly measured as the injected optical power is varied using the FM/AM technique. For comparison, the injection-locked QDash linewidth enhancement factor and corresponding threshold gain shifts for varied injection strengths were separately extracted from measured microwave data using a simplified form of the modulation response function at the zero-detuning condition. The extracted linewidth enhancement factor values from the curve fits are found to be within experimental error from the measured values using the FM/AM technique. The experimental findings verify that the QDash linewidth enhancement factor can be manipulated down to near zero values through the threshold gain shift as a result of strong optical injection. As a result of this manipulation, a linewidth enhancement factor value of 0.0 (± 0.25) was directly measured from FM/AM measurements and a value of 0.001 (± 0.8) was separately obtained from simulation which corresponds to a threshold gain shift of 24.6 cm⁻¹ at zero-detuning and a 9.3 dB injected external power ratio. From an application prospective, measured near zero linewidth enhancement factors along with the enhanced bandwidth advantages offered in
the direct modulation of injection-locked QDash laser devices are promising for implementation in transmitter modules driving future long-haul and high-speed optical fiber links.

Unrelated to the optical injection-locking work discussed previously, asymmetric pumping and an external optical feedback were both used to demonstrate dual-color operation in a single QD laser by simultaneously generating two single-mode emission peaks—one line from the ground state and the other from the excited state of the QD device [9]. An 8 THz frequency difference is realized by applying two different external control techniques in a two-section laterally loss coupled QD DFB laser with a strongly coupled excited state emission.

As a first step in this study, the absorptive grating coupling strength values of the DFB device, specifically the gain and index coupling coefficients, were determined using a least squares fitting method of the sub threshold spectra. The extracted values for the gain coupling coefficient from least squares fitting method was found to be between -5.2 to -3.2 cm$^{-1}$ as the bias current was increased from 60 mA to 70 mA, respectively. It was also shown that the index coupling coefficient remains relatively constant at 11.5 to 12.3 cm$^{-1}$ for the same bias range.

It was found that when the DFB laser is biased above threshold, the excited state emission can be relatively stable while the ground state emission is excited and narrowed via either asymmetric pumping of the two-sections or by applying an external feedback. Under asymmetric bias conditions, the powers of the ground state and excited state modes of the two-section device can be made equal, which is mainly attributed to the unique carrier dynamics of the QD gain medium. It is also shown that the combination of
significant inhomogeneous broadening and an excited state coupled mode operation allows the manipulation of the QD states through external optical stabilization. These findings suggest that the combination of both external control techniques can further optimize the performance of the two-section QD DFB laser as a compact and low cost CW THz source by purifying and stabilizing the dual-color operation in a well controlled manner.

5.2 Proposed Future Research

The interesting and novel results found within this investigation have created several new research ideas for the future work. A full investigation on the manipulation of the linewidth enhancement factor in semiconductor nanostructure lasers through optical injection can be further extended to other types of nanostructure material systems including QD lasers that have a highly variable phase-amplitude coupling factor [7]. Also previously discussed was the idea that the QD laser’s linewidth enhancement factor can be externally controlled and manipulated to negative values using an optical injection-locking technique. This novel finding is very important since a laser source with a tunable and/or negative linewidth enhancement factor can be implemented in an optical transmitter module enabling integrated chirp compensation mechanism for long-haul optical fiber data transmission links. However, negative linewidth enhancement values cannot be directly measured using the FM/AM technique described in this work and thus it is suggested that a FM/AM phase measurement using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [10], [11] or a time-resolved frequency chirp measurement technique [12] should be
employed to completely characterize the magnitude and sign of the linewidth enhancement factor in such devices.

In addition, a long term development plan for the injection-locked nanostructure laser architecture should include a fully controllable and compact butterfly packaged device with all the required elements integrated monolithically onto a single chip. Recent efforts on this topic have demonstrated a mutual injection-locking scheme in a two-section QW DFB device by controlling the bias current on each section [13]. However, the proposed design is not capable of fine wavelength tuning and cannot handle sufficiently strong optical injection strengths. One possible approach to creating a proper monolithic master-slave laser integration would be through an HR/AR coated multi-section partial DFB design constructed of a FP modulated gain section as the slave, two grating sections with strong coupling coefficients as the master, and a phase control section. This integration can be further extended to implement other external control techniques such as the optical gain-lever technique to improve the RF gain performance as was previously demonstrated in a bench top scale [14]. Combining all the benefits of directly modulated injection-locked nanostructure lasers, including the enhanced modulation bandwidth along with chirp compensation capabilities in a single integrated design promises a headway towards a compact, chirp-free, and ultrafast (>100 Gb/s) digitally modulated optical transmitter module for future long-haul data links.

In regards to the dual-color operation demonstration, simultaneous combination of the two methods of asymmetric pumping and optical feedback might be beneficial toward stabilizing and purifying the overall operation of the dual-mode emission. One promising way to improve the mode stability is to investigate the impact of weak optical
injection on the operation of the dual-color laser source [15]. This combined with an in-depth study of the carrier population in the excited state and ground state of the QD material will improve our understanding of the operational limits and allow for the optimization of this unique laser. In the future, tuning the dual-color emission can be realized through separate design considerations such as fabricating each electronically isolated section with a different grating pitch size and/or optimizing the asymmetric bias configuration. In addition, temperature tuning of the dual-color emissions is possible since the DFB mode and the excited FP mode are each expected to be tuned at slightly different rates with temperature. Furthermore, compared to existing technologies, the design and approach described in this dissertation combined with current chip scale photomixing capabilities [16], [17] have the potential to implement this method to create a single chip coherent THz source. After successful demonstration of a stable and tunable two-color laser source, it would be beneficial to develop an efficient and compact photomixing technique and study the methods to optimize the laser output power and optical-to-electrical efficiency characteristics. The power performance of the two-section DFB device needs to be improved since THz signal generation requires high power laser sources for better conversion efficiency. Several ways of improving the emitted power of the device include, but are not limited to: improving the grating coupling coefficient, AR/HR coating the emitting facets, using a tapered DFB configuration, and by improving the active region gain via optimizing the number of QD stacks and dot density.

With the advancement of this technology, the future of THz generation and detection can be targeted toward a low-cost, compact, and all-on-chip design that can be inserted into, or form the basis for, a variety of commercial products.
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